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Abstract
Let g be a Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic zero, let C be a certain tensor category
of representations of g, and Cdu a certain category of duals. By a Tannaka reconstruction
we associate to C and Cdu a monoid M with a coordinate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ]
(which has in general no natural coalgebra structure), as well as a Lie algebra Lie(M). The
monoid M and the Lie algebra Lie(M) both act on the objects of C. We say that C and
C
du are good for integrating g, if the Lie algebra g is in a natural way a Lie subalgebra of
Lie(M). In this situation we treat: The adjoint action of the unit group of M on Lie(M),
the relation between g and M -invariant subspaces, the embedding of the coordinate ring
F [M ] into the dual of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g, a Peter-and-Weyl-type
theorem for F [M ] if C is a semisimple category, the Jordan-Chevalley decompositions for
certain elements of M and Lie(M), an embedding theorem related to subalgebras of g
which act locally finite, prounipotent subgroups and generalized toric submonoids of M .
We show that C and Cdu are good for integrating g if the Lie algebra g is generated by
integrable locally finite elements.
We interprete the monoid M algebraic geometrically as an irreducible weak algebraic
monoid with Lie algebra Lie(M). The monoid M acts by morphisms of varieties on every
object V of C. The action of the Lie algebra Lie(M) on V is the differentiated action.
Mathematics Subject Classification 2000: 17B67, 22E65.
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Introduction
Finite dimensional Lie algebras arise as an important aid in the investigation of finite di-
mensional Lie groups and algebraic groups, encoding their local structure. In the infinite-
dimensional situation one often finds natural infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, which also have
a rich representation theory. But the Lie algebras are obtained without the help of any groups.
One faces the problem to “integrate infinite dimensional Lie algebras”, i.e., to construct groups
associated in an appropriate way to these Lie algebras. Maybe the most important examples
are Kac-Moody algebras and their associated Kac-Moody groups. This example also shows
that one finds, in difference to the classical situation, many different but closely related groups,
∗Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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like minimal Kac-Moody groups, formal Kac-Moody groups, etc. Furthermore, there are re-
lated algebraic geometric constructions, the most important the flag varieties. There exists no
general theory of integrating infinite-dimensional Lie algebras in an algebraic geometric con-
text. The considerations given in this paper and in [M 4] indicate, that it may be possible to
base a theory on the Tannaka reconstruction, and on an algebraic geometry, which is to some
extend motivated by the algebraic geometry of affine ind-varieties of I. R. Sˇafarevicˇ, [Sˇa]. But
much work remains to be done.
As a particular case of Tannaka-Krein theory, a linear algebraic group G over a field F, and
its coordinate ring F [G] can be reconstructed from the F-linear abelian symmetric rigid tensor
category of rational G-modules. Compare for example the article [De, Mi], the survey [J,S],
or Section 2.5 of the book [Sp]. Now every rational G-module differentiates to a module of its
Lie algebra Lie(G), and every G-equivariant homomorphism between two G-modules is also
Lie(G)-equivariant. For an irreducible linear algebraic group G over a field F of characteristic
zero the category of rational G-modules is isomorphic in this way to the corresponding category
of Lie(G)-modules. Therefore, we may start the reconstruction also with the corresponding
category of Lie(G)-modules. Note that it contains with every Lie(G)-module V also the dual
Lie(G)-module V ∗. A similar reconstruction holds for an irreducible linear algebraic monoid
M over a field F of characteristic zero and its coordinate ring F [M ], where we have to start with
the appropriate category of representations of the Lie algebra Lie(M×) of the unit group M×
of M , which is an irreducible linear algebraic group. If the Lie(M×)-module V is contained in
this category, then its dual V ∗ does not need to be contained in the category.
If we want to integrate infinite-dimensional Lie algebras over fields of characteristic zero by a
Tannaka reconstruction we have to generalize the reconstruction of irreducible linear algebraic
monoids, which includes the reconstruction of irreducible linear algebraic groups. The reason
for this is the role of the duals. For an infinite-dimensional representation of a Lie algebra
g there may be several natural possibilities to choose a dual representation. For example for
an infinite-dimensional integrable highest weight representations of a Kac-Moody algebra the
integrable or restricted dual, as well as the full dual are important possibilities. In general, the
duals don’t fit in a tensor category, since the tensor product of the duals of infinite-dimensional
representations does not need to be isomorphic in the natural way to the dual of the tensor
product of these representations. In general there is no rigidity any more, a double dual
of an infinite-dimensional representation may be much bigger than the representation itself.
Linear algebraic monoids are interesting objects with a rich theory. For an excellent survey
compare [Re]. Similarly, the monoids obtained by integrating infinite-dimensional Lie algebras
are interesting. For an example compare [M 1], [M 2], and [M 3].
In Section 2 we start with a Lie algebra g (of arbitrary dimension) over a field F of charac-
teristic zero, a certain category C of representations of g, and a certain category of duals Cdu.
By a Tannaka reconstruction we associate to C and Cdu the Tannaka monoid M with coordi-
nate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ], as well as a Lie algebra Lie(M). The monoid M and
the Lie algebra Lie(M) both act on the objects of C. We call C and Cdu good for integrating
g, if the Lie algebra g identifies in a natural way with a Lie subalgebra of Lie(M).
The important thing here is to work with two categories. The coordinate rings which
we obtain in this way have a weaker algebraic structure as it is usual from other Tannaka
reconstruction situations. In general, the multiplication of the Tannaka monoid M does not
induce a comultiplication of its coordinate ring F [M ]. Only the left and right multiplications
with elements of M induce comorphisms.
We investigate the Tannaka monoid M , its coordinate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ],
and the Lie algebra Lie(M) in the case where C and Cdu are good for integrating g. We
determine the kernel of the adjoint action of the unit group M× on the Lie algebra Lie(M).
We investigate the relation between the g-invariant subspaces and the M -invariant subspaces
of the g-modules contained in C. We show that the coordinate ring F [M ] embeds as an algebra
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into the dual of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g. In particular, this implies that M
is irreducible. If the category C is semisimple, (i.e., every g-module contained in C is a possibly
infinite sum of irreducible g-modules contained in C), we show a Peter-and-Weyl-type theorem
for the coordinate ring F [M ]. We give an additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for certain
elements of Lie(M), and a multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for certain elements
of certain groups associated to the idempotents of M . We show an embedding theorem related
to subalgebras of g which act locally finite on every g-module contained in C. In particular, if
a subalgebra of g acts locally nilpotent on the modules contained in C, and if a compatibility
condition with the duals is satisfied, we get a prounipotent subgroup of M . If the g-modules
contained in C have weight space decompositions with respect to some abelian subalgebra of g,
if the set of weights are contained in a lattice, and if a compatibility condition with the duals
is satisfied, we get a generalized toric submonoid of M .
In general it is a difficult problem to decide if some categories C and Cdu are good for
integrating g. We obtain the following criterion, which is to expect to hold if the Tannaka
reconstruction is really a reasonable way to integrate infinite-dimensional Lie algebras: If the
Lie algebra g is generated by integrable locally finite elements, then C and Cdu are good for
integrating g. Furthermore, there exists a dense submonoid of M , build in a similar manner
as the (minimal) Kac-Moody group of [K,P 1], or as the associated groups of linear algebraic
integrable Lie algebras of [K 1].
In Section 3 we interprete the monoid M algebraic geometrically as an irreducible weak
algebraic monoid with Lie algebra Lie(M). The monoid M acts by morphisms of varieties on
every object V of C. The action of the Lie algebra Lie(M) on V is the differentiated action.
In the subsequent paper [M 4] we introduce regular (or polynomial) functions on a dense
subgroup of M , as well as linear regular functions on U(g) in the case where g is generated
by one-parameter elements. We investigate and describe various coordinate rings of matrix
coefficients associated to integrable representations of a Lie algebra. This is motivated by
some coordinate rings for Kac-Moody groups in [K,P 2], [Kas], by the coordinate rings of the
associated groups of linear algebraic integrable Lie algebras in [K 1], and by the polynomial
functions on free Kac-Moody groups and some results related to the shuffle algebra in [Bi, Pi].
Even if we know that C and Cdu are good for integrating an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra,
it may be quite hard, and also a long way to determine the associated Tannaka monoid and its
Lie algebra explicitely. An example has been treated in [M 1]: The category of integrable g-
modules contained in the category O of a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra g is one possible
generalization of the category of finite-dimensional representations of a semisimple Lie algebra.
It keeps the complete reducibility theorem, i.e., every integrable g-module contained in O is
a sum of integrable irreducible highest weight modules. In [M 1] we determined the Tannaka
monoid associated to this category and its category of integrable duals. Its Zariski-open dense
unit group is the (minimal) Kac-Moody group. Its Lie algebra identifies with the Kac-Moody
algebra. To treat this example did not require an investigation of the Tannaka reconstruction
since the Kac-Moody group, and the restriction of the algebra of matrix coefficients onto the
Kac-Moody group had been well known by investigations of V. Kac, D. Peterson and by M.
Kashiwara. In [M 4] we also determine the Tannaka monoid associated to the category of
integrable g-modules contained in the category O and its category of full duals. Its Zariski-
open dense unit group is the formal Kac-Moody group. Its Lie algebra identifies with the
formal Kac-Moody algebra.
Often it is also possible to integrate infinite-dimensional Lie algebras by a functional ana-
lytical version of the Tannaka reconstruction, even if the algebraic geometric integration fails.
In a subsequent paper [M 5] we treat as an example generalized Kac-Moody algebras.
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1 Preliminaries
In this paper we denote by N = Z+, Q+, resp. R+ the sets of strictly positive numbers of Z,
Q, resp. R , and the sets N0 = Z
+
0 , Q
+
0 , R
+
0 contain in addition the zero. In the whole paper
F is a field of characteristic 0, and F× denotes its unit group.
The category of sets with coordinate rings
A set with coordinate ring consists of a non-empty set A equipped with a point separating
algebra of functions F [A], which we call coordinate ring. We equip A with the Zariski topology,
i.e., the closed sets are given by the common zero sets of the functions of F [A]. Note that A
is irreducible if and only if F [A] is an integral domain.
A morphism from the set with coordinate ring (A,F [A]) to the set with coordinate ring
(B,F [B]) consists of a map φ : A → B, whose comorphism φ∗ : F [B] → F [A] exists. In
particular a morphism is Zariski continuous.
If (B,F [B]) is a set with coordinate ring, and A is a non-empty subset of B, then we get a
coordinate ring on A by restricting the functions of F [B] to A.
If (A,F [A]) is a set with coordinate ring and f ∈ F [A]\{0}, the principal open setDA(f) :=
{ a ∈ A | f(a) 6= 0 } is equipped with a coordinate ring by identifying the localization F [A]f
in the obvious way with an algebra of functions on DA(f). If A is irreducible, then also DA(f)
is irreducible.
If (A,F [A]) and (B,F [B]) are sets with coordinate rings, then the product A×B is equipped
with a coordinate ring by identifying the tensor product F [A]⊗ F [B] in the obvious way with
an algebra of functions on A×B. If A and B are irreducible, then also A×B is irreducible.
Let (A,F [A]) and (B,F [B]) sets with coordinate rings. A morphism φ : A → B is called
an embedding if the restriction φ : A→ φ(A) is an isomorphism of sets with coordinate rings.
An embedding φ : A→ B is called closed if its image φ(A) is closed in B.
For a set with coordinate ring (A,F [A]) and a ∈ A we denote by Dera(F [A]) the F-linear
space of derivations in a. We denote by Der(F [A]) the Lie algebra of derivations of the
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algebra F [A]. We denote by SpecmF [A] the F-valued points of the algebra F [A], i.e., the
homomorphisms of algebras from F [A] to F.
The dual of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra
Let g be a Lie algebra over F. Equip the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g with its
canonical Hopf algebra structure: The comultiplication ∆ : U(g) → U(g) ⊗ U(g) is the
algebra homomorphism induced by ∆(x) = 1⊗ x + x ⊗ 1, x ∈ g. The counit ǫ : U(g)→ F is
the algebra homomorphism induced by ǫ(x) = 0, x ∈ g. The antipode S : U(g)→ U(g) is the
algebra anti-automorphism induced by S(x) = −x, x ∈ g.
The full dual U(g)∗ is a commutative algebra with unit ǫ, the multiplication defined by
(h · h′)(x) := (h⊗ h′) (∆(x)) where h, h′ ∈ U(g)∗, x ∈ U(g).
Theorem 1.1 Let g be a Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic zero. Then U(g)∗ has no
zero divisors.
Proof: For a finite dimensional Lie algebra g the proof can be found in [Ho], Section XVI.3.
We only give the modifications which are necessary for infinite-dimensional g.
Let ai, i ∈ I, be a base of g. Let I be totally ordered. Let ω be the set of functions
e : I → N0 such that ei := e(i) 6= 0 only for finitely many i ∈ I. We can add elements of ω by
adding the values of the functions. We denote the zero element by 0, i.e., the function which
maps every element of I to zero. For e ∈ ω define the degree deg(e) :=
∑
i∈I ei, define the
support supp(e) := { i ∈ I | ei 6= 0 }.
For a ∈ U(g) set a0 := 1. We get a base of U(g) by the monomials
be :=
∏
i∈I
aeii
ei!
where e ∈ ω.
Here the order of the product is given by the total order of I.
For e ∈ ω define he ∈ U(g)∗ by he(be˜) = δee˜, e˜ ∈ ω. Every element h of U(g)∗ can be
identified with an infinite sum h =
∑
e∈ω cehe, ce ∈ F. Two elements h =
∑
e∈ω cehe and
h˜ =
∑
e∈ω c˜ehe of U(g)
∗ are multiplied by
h · h˜ =
∑
f∈ω
 ∑
e,e˜∈ω, e+e˜=f
cec˜e˜
 hf .
(To see this evaluate h · h˜ on bf , f ∈ ω. Prove first by a direct computation
∆(bf ) =
∑
e,e˜∈ω, e+e˜=f
be ⊗ be˜ for all f ∈ ω.)
Let J ⊆ I be a finite subset of I. For J 6= ∅ denote by F[[xi | i ∈ J ]] the algebra of formal
power series in the variables xi, i ∈ J . Set F[[xi | i ∈ ∅]] := F. Assigning to xi the function hi,
i ∈ J , induces an embedding Φ : F[[xi | i ∈ J ]]→ U(g)∗ of F-algebras with unit.
Now suppose that h, h˜ ∈ U(g)∗ are both non-zero and h · h˜ = 0. Write h, h˜ in the form
h =
∑
e∈ω cehe, h˜ =
∑
e∈ω c˜ehe. Since h 6= 0 and h˜ 6= 0 there exist coefficients ce 6= 0 and
c˜e˜ 6= 0. Let J := supp(e) ∪ supp(e˜). Write h as the sum
h = hJ + hrest with hJ :=
∑
f∈ω, supp(f)⊆J
cfhf and hrest :=
∑
f∈ω, supp(f)*J
cfhf .
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Similarly, h˜ = h˜J + h˜rest. We get
0 = h · h˜ = hJ · h˜J +
(
hrest · h˜J + hJ · h˜rest + hrest · h˜rest
)
.
It follows 0 = hJ · h˜J . Since hJ and h˜J are in the image of Φ, and F[[xi | i ∈ J ]] has no zero
divisors (to see this apply Proposition 5.8 (iii) of [H] recursively |J | times), we get hJ = h˜J = 0.
This contradicts ce 6= 0 and c˜e˜ 6= 0. 
Locally finite endomorphisms of a linear space
All definitions and results which we state in this subsection can be found in, or follow easily
from Section 7.1 of the book [Mo,Pi]. As before F denotes a field of characteristic zero, F
denotes the algebraic closure of F.
Let V be a F-linear space. An endomorphism x ∈ End(V ) is called locally finite, if each
v ∈ V lies in a x-invariant finite dimensional subspace of V . Particular examples of locally
finite endomorphisms are diagonalizable, semisimple, locally nilpotent, locally unipotent, and
locally weak unipotent endomorphisms, which are defined as follows: x ∈ End(V ) is called
diagonalizable if there exists a base of V consisting of eigenvectors of x. x ∈ End(V ) is called
semisimple if its extension to End(V ⊗FF) is semisimple. x ∈ End(V ) is called locally nilpotent
if for every v ∈ V there exists an positive integer n ∈ N such that xnv = 0. x ∈ Aut(V ) is called
locally unipotent if x− idV is locally nilpotent. x ∈ End(V ) is called weak locally unipotent if
V = Kernel(x)⊕ Image(x) and the restriction x : Image(x)→ Image(x) is locally unipotent.
The additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition: Let V be a F-linear space, and x ∈ End(V )
be locally finite. Then there exists a unique semisimple s ∈ End(V ), a unique locally nilpotent
n ∈ End(V ) such that x = s + n and [s, n] = 0. If U ⊆ V is a x-invariant subspace,
then U is both s and n-invariant. Furthermore, the additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition
of the restriction of x to an endomorphism of U is given by the restrictions of s and n to
endomorphisms of U .
Let e ∈ End(V ) be an idempotent. Then
End(V )e := eEnd(V ) e = { m ∈ End(V ) | me = em = m }
is a monoid with unit e. Its unit group (End(V )e)
× consists of the endomorphismsm ∈ End(V )
which satisfy Kernel(m) = Kernel(e), Image(m) = Image(e), and for which the restriction
m : Image(m)→ Image(m) is invertible. In particular (End(V )idV )
× = Aut(V ).
We need the following variant of the multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition: Let
e ∈ End(V ) be idempotent, and let m ∈ (End(V )e)
× be locally finite. Then there exists a
unique semisimple s ∈ (End(V )e)×, a unique locally weak unipotent u ∈ (End(V )e)× such
that x = su = us.
Let V , W be F-linear spaces. Let e ∈ End(V ), f ∈ End(W ) be idempotents, and let
x ∈ (End(V )e)×, y ∈ (End(W )f )×. Then x ⊗ y ∈ (End(V ⊗W )e⊗f )×. If the multiplicative
Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of x is given by (sx, ux), and the decomposition of y is given
by (sy, uy), then the multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of x⊗ y is given by (sx ⊗
sy, ux ⊗ uy).
Some notation
(1) IfM is a monoid we denote byMop the opposite monoid. Similarly, if g is a Lie algebra we
denote by gop the opposite Lie algebra. We denote by U(g)op the opposite universal enveloping
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algebra of g. Note that U(gop) = U(g)op.
(2) In this paper we often find the situation, where M is a monoid with coordinate ring
F [M ] and associated Lie algebra Lie(M), and the monoid Mop ×M as well as the algebra
U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M)) act on F [M ]. We denote both actions by π. If we speak of the
M -module F [M ] we equip F [M ] with the action
x ⊲ f := π(1, x)f where x ∈M, f ∈ F [M ].
If we speak of the Mop-module F [M ] we equip F [M ] with the action
x ⊳ f := π(x, 1)f where x ∈M
op, f ∈ F [M ].
Similarly, if we speak of the U(Lie(M))-module F [M ], resp. of the Lie(M)-module F [M ],
we equip F [M ] with the action
x ⊲ f := π(1 ⊗ x)f where x ∈ U(Lie(M)), resp. x ∈ Lie(M), and f ∈ F [M ].
If we speak of the U(Lie(M))op-module F [M ], resp. of the Lie(M)op-module F [M ], we equip
F [M ] with the action
x ⊳ f := π(x ⊗ 1)f where x ∈ U(Lie(M)
op), resp. x ∈ Lie(M)op, and f ∈ F [M ].
Because U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M)) identifies with U(Lie(M)op × Lie(M)), giving an action
of the algebra U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M)) is equivalent to giving an action of the Lie algebra
Lie(M)op × Lie(M). We denote this action by π˜, i.e.,
π˜(x, y) = π(x⊗ 1) + π(1 ⊗ y) where x ∈ Lie(M)op, y ∈ Lie(M).
We apply the same principles of notation also to other situations. For example to the
natural action of U(g)op ⊗ U(g) on U(g)∗, where g is a Lie algebra.
(3) If g is a Lie algebra and C is a category of g-modules, resp. a set of g-modules we say g
acts faithfully on the g-modules contained in C if the zero of g is the only element which acts
as zero on every g-module contained in C.
Similarly, if M is a monoid and C is a category of M -modules, resp. a set of M -modules
we say M acts faithfully on the M -modules contained in C if for all m, m˜ ∈M from
mv = m˜v for all M -modules V contained in C, v ∈ V
follows m = m˜.
2 The Tannaka reconstruction
In this section we describe and investigate the integration of Lie algebras by the Tannaka
reconstruction. We only give the theory. We do not treat non-classical examples here, because
this would make the paper too long. It would also require parts of the theory of this section,
and parts of the algebraic geometry of the next section before. For some examples please look
at [M 1] and [M 4].
2.1 The Tannaka monoid M , its coordinate ring F [M ], and its Lie
algebra Lie(M)
Let g be a Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic 0. Let C be a full subcategory of the
category of of g-modules with the following properties:
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(1) If V is a g-module contained in C, then also every g-module isomorphic to V is contained
in C.
(2) If V , W are g-modules contained in C, then C contains a sum, and a tensor product of
V and W . Furthermore, C contains a one-dimensional trivial g-module.
(3) If V is a g-module contained in C, then also every g-submodule of V is contained in C.
(4) The Lie algebra g acts faithfully on the g-modules contained in C, i.e., the zero of g is
the only element which acts as zero on every g-module contained in C.
It is convenient to use the following notation: Let V be a g-module contained in C. It
extends to a module of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g. For x ∈ g resp. x ∈ U(g)
we denote by xV the endomorphism of V corresponding to x.
To associate to the category C a monoid with coordinate ring we have to specify a category
of duals in addition. The prototypical example is the category of full duals Cfull obtained
as follows: Let V be a g-module contained in C. Its F-linear dual V ∗, which we call the full
dual of V , gets the structure of a gop-module by the dual maps x∗V : V
∗ → V ∗ of the maps
xV : V → V , x ∈ g. The objects of the category of full duals Cfull are the gop-modules V ∗,
where V is a g-module contained in C. The morphisms from the object W ∗ to the object V ∗
are the gop-equivariant linear maps given by the dual maps α∗ : W ∗ → V ∗ of the morphisms
α : V →W of C.
Now we abstract the main properties of this example. A category of duals Cdu is a category
of gop-modules and morphisms of gop-modules obtained in the following way: For every object
V of C choose a subspace
V du ⊆ V ∗,
which separates the points of V , (i.e., the pairing V du × V → F given by evaluation is non-
degenerate), such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) For all x ∈ g and all objects V of C the dual map (xV )du : V du → V du of xV : V → V
exists. For all morphisms α : V →W of C the dual map αdu :W du → V du exists.
(2) For all g-modules V , W contained in C, for all sums V ⊕W and tensor products V ⊗W
of V , W , we have
V du ⊕W du = (V ⊕W )du and V du ⊗W du ⊆ (V ⊗W )du,
where V du ⊕W du resp. V du ⊗W du are realized in the obvious way as spaces of linear
functions on V ⊕W resp. V ⊗W .
The objects of Cdu are the gop-modules V du, V an object of C. The morphisms from the
object W du to the object V du are the gop-equivariant linear maps given by the dual maps
αdu : W du → V du of the morphisms α : V →W of C.
If V , W are g-modules contained in C, then the sum of V , W and also the tensor product
of V , W is only determined up to isomorphy of g-modules. In this paper we only encounter
situations, where a property, which holds for one sum resp. tensor product of V and W , also
holds for all sums resp. tensor products of V and W . To relax our notation we do not write
this down in the following definitions, theorems, and proofs.
Now fix a category of duals Cdu. To cut short our notation we define
EndV du(V ) :=
{
φ ∈ End(V ) | the dual map φdu : V du → V du exists
}
.
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Let Vect be the category of F-linear spaces. Let fg : C → Vect be the functor forgetting the g-
module structure of the objects of C. Similarly, let fgdu : Cdu → Vect be the functor forgetting
the gop-module structure of the objects of Cdu. Denote by Nat the natural transformations of
fg, which induce natural transformations of fgdu. Explicitely, Nat consists of the families of
linear maps
m = (mV ∈ EndV du(V ) ) V obj. of C ,
such that the diagram
V
mV→ V
φ ↓ ↓ φ
W
mW→ W
commutes for all objects V , W , and all morphisms φ : V →W of C.
Every g-module V contained in C is the union of the cyclic submodules U(g)v, v ∈ V ,
which are also contained in C. It is not difficult to check that every natural transformation
m in Nat is already uniquely determined by its endomorphisms mV on the cyclic g-modules
V contained in C. It follows that Nat is a set. Induced by the algebras of endomorphisms
EndV du(V ), V an object of C, the set Nat gets the structure of an associative F-algebra with
unit, therefore also the structure of a Lie algebra.
Note also the following property of a natural transformation m in Nat: Let Vj , j ∈ J , be
g-modules contained in C. If the sum
⊕
j∈J Vj is also a g-module contained in C then
m⊕
j∈J
Vj =
⊕
j∈J
mVj . (1)
The Tannaka monoidM introduced in the following proposition is the biggest monoid acting
reasonably on the modules contained in C, compatible with the duals in Cdu. Its coordinate
ring is the coordinate ring of matrix coefficients.
Proposition 2.1 Let M be the set of elements m ∈ Nat which satisfy
(1) mV⊗W = mV ⊗mW for all objects V , W of C,
(2) mV0 = idV0 for every trivial one-dimensional g-module V0.
For every object V of C, v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V du define a function fφv : M → F, the matrix
coefficient of φ and v, by
fφv(m) := φ(mV v) where m ∈M.
Then M is a submonoid of Nat and
F [M ] :=
{
fφv | φ ∈ V
du , v ∈ V , V an object of C
}
.
is a coordinate ring on M . Left and right multiplications with elements of M induce comor-
phisms of F [M ]. As a consequence the monoid Mop ×M acts on the algebra F [M ] by
(π(m1,m2)f) (m) := f(m1mm2) where f ∈ F [M ], and m1, m2, m ∈M.
Remark 2.2 Assigning to an element of M its evaluation homomorphism, M embeds as a set
into the F-valued points of F [M ]. In general, this embedding is not surjective. In general, the
multiplication map of M does not induce a comultiplication of the coordinate ring F [M ].
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Proof: It is trivial to check that M is a submonoid of Nat. To show that hat F [M ] is
an algebra of functions on M let V , W be objects of C, and v ∈ V , w ∈ W , φ ∈ V du, and
ψ ∈ W du. Because of property (1) of the definition ofM we have fφvfψw = fφ⊗ψ v⊗w. Because
of property (2) we have fφv = φ(v) 1 for all φ ∈ V du0 = V
∗
0 , v ∈ V0.
Let m, m˜ ∈M , and suppose f(m) = f(m˜) for all f ∈ F [M ]. Then for every object V of C
we have φ(mV v) = φ(m˜V v) for all φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V . Because V du is point separating on V, we
find mV = m˜V .
Let m ∈ M . The left multiplication lm and the right multiplication rm induce comor-
phisms, because for v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du, and V an object of C we have l∗m fφv = fmdu
V
(φ) v and
r∗m fφv = fφmV (v). 
Let V be an object of C. Equip V with the coordinate ring F [V ], which is generated by
the functions of V du. In the obvious way F [V ] is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra in V du.
The following proposition is trivial to show:
Proposition 2.3 The monoid M acts on V , such that the for all m ∈M the left applications
lm : V → V defined by lm(v) := mV v, v ∈ V , and for all v ∈ V the evaluations rv : M → V
defined by rv(m) := mV v, m ∈M , are morphisms of sets with coordinate rings.
The Lie algebra Lie(M) of (M , F [M ]) is the biggest Lie algebra acting reasonably on the
modules of C, compatible with the duals in Cdu, and with the coordinate ring F [M ]. It is
introduced in the following proposition together with the adjoint action of the unit groupM×.
Proposition 2.4 Let Lie(M) be the set of natural transformations x ∈ Nat, which satisfy the
following properties:
(1) xV⊗W = xV ⊗ idW + idV ⊗ xW for all objects V , W .
(2) xV0 = 0V0 for every trivial one-dimensional g-module V0.
(3) There exists a map δx : F [M ]→ F such that
δx(fφv) = φ(xV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
Then for every x ∈ Lie(M) the map δx is a derivation of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M . Furthermore,
Lie(M) is a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra Nat. The unit group M× of M acts on Lie(M)
by conjugation.
Remark 2.5 Assigning to an element x ∈ Lie(M) the derivation δx ∈ Der1(F [M ]), the
linear space Lie(M) embeds into the linear space Der1(F [M ]). In general, this embedding is
not surjective.
Proof: It is not difficult to see that for an element x ∈ Nat the properties (1) and (2) and
(3) are equivalent to any of the following properties:
(4) There exists a derivation δx : F [M ]→ F in 1 ∈M such that
δx(fφv) = φ(xV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
(4’) There exists a derivation π(1 ⊗ x) ∈ Der(F [M ]) such that
π(1 ⊗ x)(fφv) = fφxV v for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C .
(4”) There exists a derivation π(x ⊗ 1) ∈ Der(F [M ]) such that
π(x ⊗ 1)(fφv) = fxdu
V
φ v for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C .
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If x, y ∈ Lie(M) then also [x, y] ∈ Lie(M), since the derivation [π(1⊗x), π(1⊗ y)] satisfies
property (4’) for [x, y]. Let x ∈ Lie(M) and m ∈ M×. The comorphisms l∗m, r
∗
m−1
of the
left and right multiplications lm, rm−1 by m, m
−1 are isomorphism of algebras. Therefore
δx ◦ l∗m ◦ r
∗
m−1
satisfies property of (4) for mxm−1. 
The Lie algebra Lie(M) acts on every object V of C. Later we will interprete this action
as the differentiated action of the monoid M on V . With Lie(M) also the universal envelop-
ing algebra U(Lie(M)) acts on the objects of C. For x ∈ U(Lie(M)) we denote by xV the
corresponding endomorphism in EndV du(V ), V an object of C. From the proof of the last
proposition follows immediately:
Corollary 2.6 We get an action π of U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M)) on F [M ] by
π(x⊗ y)fφv = fxdu
V
φ yV v
where x ∈ U(Lie(M))op, y ∈ U(Lie(M)), and φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V , V an object of C.
Recall our notation for such an action from Section 1. The Lie algebra Lie(M) acts on F [M ]
by left invariant derivations, i.e., the derivations commute with the homomorphisms given by
the action of Mop. The Lie algebra Lie(M)op acts on F [M ] by right invariant derivations, i.e.,
the derivations commute with the homomorphisms given by the action of M .
Let N be a submonoid of M . Denote by I(N) the vanishing ideal of N in F [M ]. It is easy
to check that
Lie(N) := { x ∈ Lie(M) | δx(I(N)) = 0 }
is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(M), which we call the Lie algebra of N . Note that Lie(N) consists
of the elements of x ∈ Lie(M), for which the corresponding derivation δx of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M
factors to a derivation of F [N ] in 1 ∈ N . In this way, we get an embedding of the linear space
Lie(M) into Der1(F [N ]).
The monoidM and its coordinate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ] may be quite small. The
next definition singles out when we can look at (M, F [M ]) as an analogue of a linear algebraic
monoid integrating g. By our assumptions on the category C the map
g → Nat
x 7→ (xV )V obj. of C
is an embedding of Lie algebras. Please note: In the following we identify g with its image
in Nat without further mentioning. The elements g ⊆ Nat satisfy properties (1) and (2) of
Proposition 2.4, but in general not property (3).
Definition 2.7 We call the pair C, Cdu good for integrating g, if g ⊆ Lie(M). We call the
pair C, Cdu very good for integrating g, if g ⊆ Lie(M×).
To realize g as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of the unit group is well known from linear
algebraic monoids. In all examples which we treat in [M 1] and [M 4] the pair C, Cdu is very
good for integrating g. Nevertheless there may exist other examples where C, Cdu is only
good for integrating g. Nearly all theorems which we treat in this paper only assume that the
pair C, Cdu is good for integrating g. The relation between the two definitions is described
by Proposition 2.9. For its proof we first note the following easy consideration which will be
useful several times in this paper.
Proposition 2.8 Let V be a g-module contained in C. Every g-invariant subspace U of V is
also M -invariant.
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Proof: Denote by j : U → V be the inclusion map. By our assumptions on the category
C the g-module U is contained in C. Therefore, it gets the structure of a M -module. The
g-equivariant morphism j : U → V is also a M -equivariant morphism. Therefore, U = j(U) is
a M -invariant submodule of V . 
Proposition 2.9 It is equivalent:
(i) The pair C, Cdu is very good for integrating g.
(ii) The pair C, Cdu is good for integrating g and Lie(M×) = Lie(M).
(iii) The pair C, Cdu is good for integrating g and M× is dense in M .
Proof: Obviously from (iii) follows (ii). From (ii) follows (i) by definition. Now suppose
that (i) holds. To show (iii) we have to show that M× is dense in M . Let V be a g-module
contained in C, let v ∈ V and φ ∈ V du such that fφv(M×) = {0}. Because of g ⊆ Lie(M×),
the vanishing ideal I(M×) is stable under the derivations π(1 ⊗ x), x ∈ g. Therefore I(M×)
is also stable under π(1⊗ x), x ∈ U(g). It follows
fφxV v = π(1 ⊗ x)fφv ∈ I(M
×) for all x ∈ U(g).
By evaluating in 1 ∈M× we find φ(U(g)v) = {0}. By Proposition 2.8 the g-invariant subspace
U(g)v of V is also M -invariant. It follows fφv(M) = φ(Mv) = {0}. 
Note also the following saturation property, which can be used sometimes to replace in a
statement or conclusion the Lie algebra g by Lie(M): Let the pair C, Cdu be good for integrating
g. Then every g-module contained in C extends to a Lie(M)-module. The g-equivariant maps
between g-modules contained in C coincide with the Lie(M)-equivariant maps. In this way the
category C gives a category of Lie(M)-modules. Similarly, the category Cdu gives a category of
Lie(M)op-modules. We can now use these new categories for the Tannaka reconstruction. We
get back the monoid M and its coordinate ring F [M ]. The associated Lie algebra is Lie(M).
2.2 The kernel of the adjoint action of M× on Lie(M)
Denote by C(M) resp. C(M×) the center of M resp. M×.
Proposition 2.10 The center C(M) is a closed abelian submonoid of M .
Proof: Because of C(M) =
⋂
n∈M { m ∈M | mn = nm } it is sufficient to show that for
any n ∈ M the set { m ∈M | mn = nm } is closed. Since the duals are point separating it
coincides with the common zero set of the functions
fφnV v − fndu
V
φ v where φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.

Theorem 2.11 If C, Cdu is good for integrating g then C(M)∩M× is the kernel of the adjoint
action of M× on Lie(M). If C, Cdu is very good for integrating g then this kernel coincides
with C(M×).
Proof: (a) We first show
C(M) = { m ∈M | mx = xm for all x ∈ Lie(M) } . (2)
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Let m ∈ C(M). Then mm˜ = m˜m for all m˜ ∈M , from which follows
φ(mm˜v) = φ(m˜mv) for all m˜ ∈M, φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
This is equivalent to
fmdu
V
φ v = fφmV v for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
Now let x ∈ Lie(M). By applying the derivation δx to this equation we get(
mduV φ
)
(xV v) = φ(xVmV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
Since the duals are point separating it follows mx = xm.
Now let m ∈ M such that mx = xm for all x ∈ Lie(M). By assumption g ⊆ Lie(M).
Therefore, for every object V contained in C, the map from V to V , which maps the element
v ∈ V tomV v ∈ V , is a morphism of g-modules. Because ofM ⊆ Nat we getmV m˜V = m˜VmV
for all m˜ ∈M . Therefore mm˜ = m˜m for all m˜ ∈M .
(b) From equality (2) follows that C(M)∩M× is the kernel of the adjoint action. Obviously
C(M) ∩M× ⊆ C(M×). Now let C, Cdu be very good for integrating g. If m ∈ C(M×) then
mm˜ = m˜m for all m˜ ∈M×, from which follows
fmdu
V
φ v(m˜) = fφmV v(m˜) for all m˜ ∈M
×, φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
By Proposition 2.9 the unit group M× is dense in M . Therefore these equations are also valid
for all m˜ ∈M . Since the duals are point separating it follows mm˜ = m˜m for all m˜ ∈M . 
2.3 The relation between M and g-invariant subspaces
For one direction recall Proposition 2.8. The next theorem shows the other direction for closed
subspaces.
Theorem 2.12 Let C, Cdu be good for integrating g. Let V be a g-module contained in C.
Then every M -invariant closed subspace U of V is also g-invariant.
Remark 2.13 If V du = V ∗, in particular if V is finite dimensional, then every subspace of
V is closed. In this case the g-invariant subspaces of V and the M -invariant subspaces of V
coincide. Later we introduce the class of examples where g is generated by integrable locally
finite elements. Also in this case the g-invariant subspaces of V and the M -invariant subspaces
of V coincide. Compare Theorem 2.41.
Proof: Let x ∈ g. Let h ∈ F [V ] such that h(u) = 0 for all u ∈ U . We show that then also
h(xu) = 0 for all u ∈ U . Since U is closed this implies xU ⊆ U .
The algebra F [V ] is a symmetric algebra in V du. Write h in the form h =
∑N
n=0 hn where
hn ∈ F [V ] is homogeneous in degree n. Because of
0 = h(tu) =
N∑
n=0
tnhn(u) for all u ∈ U, t ∈ F,
we find hn(u) = 0 for all u ∈ U , n = 0, 1, . . . , N . Therefore it is sufficient to assume that
h ∈ F [V ] is homogeneous of degree n ∈ N, i.e.,
h =
m∑
i=1
φ
(i)
1 φ
(i)
2 · · ·φ
(i)
n with φ
(i)
j ∈ V
du,
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such that h(u) = 0 for all u ∈ U . Set
h˜(u1, u2, . . . , un) :=
m∑
i=1
φ
(i)
1 (u1)φ
(i)
2 (u2) · · ·φ
(i)
n (un) for u1, . . . , un ∈ U.
Denote by Sn the permutation group in n variables. We have
0 = h(t1u1 + t2u2 + · · · tnun) for all t1, . . . , tn ∈ F, u1, . . . , un ∈ U.
The expression on the right is polynomial in t1, . . . , tn. Comparing the coefficients of t1t2 · · · tn
we get
0 =
∑
σ∈Sn
h˜(uσ1, . . . , uσn) for all u1, . . . , un ∈ U. (3)
Since U is M -invariant we can replace in this equation u1 by mu1, m ∈ M . In this way we
get a function of F [M ] which is zero. Therefore also the derivation δx of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M
applied to this function is zero. This means that we can replace in equation (3) u1 by xu1.
Repeating the same argument we can replace in equation (3) u2 by xu2, . . ., un by xun. Setting
u1 = u2 = . . . = un =: u we get
0 = n! h˜(xu, . . . , xu) = n!h(xu) for all u ∈ U.

2.4 The embedding of F [M ] into the algebra U(g)∗
Recall from Section 1 the canonical Hopf algebra structure of the universal enveloping algebra
U(g) of g. We denote by ∆ : U(g)→ U(g)⊗ U(g) the comultiplication, by ǫ : U(g)→ F the
counit, and by S : U(g) → U(g) the antipode. Recall also from Section 1 the commutative
algebra structure of the full dual U(g)∗. We get an action of U(g)op ⊗ U(g) on U(g)∗ by
(π(a⊗ b)h) (x) := h(axb) where a, b ∈ g, h ∈ U(g)∗, x ∈ U(g).
Recall our notation for this action from Section 1. The Lie algebra g acts on U(g)∗ by deriva-
tions. Similarly, the Lie algebra gop acts on U(g)∗ by derivations.
Theorem 2.14 (a) For V an object of C, v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V du define a function gφv : U(g)→
F, the matrix coefficient of φ and v, by
gφv(x) := φ(xV v) where x ∈ U(g).
We get a U(g)op ⊗ U(g)-invariant subalgebra of U(g)∗, the algebra of matrix coefficients on
U(g), by
F [U(g)] :=
{
gφv | φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C
}
.
(b) Let C, Cdu be good for integrating g. Restrict the U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M))-action
on the coordinate ring F [M ] to a U(g)op ⊗ U(g)-action. We get a U(g)op ⊗ U(g)-equivariant
isomorphism of algebras
Ψ : F [M ]→ F [U(g)]
by
Ψ(f)(x) := (x ⊲ f)(1) = (x ⊳ f)(1) where x ∈ U(g), f ∈ F [M ].
In particular, Ψ(fφv) = gφv, φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V , V an object of C.
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Proof: To (a): F [U(g)] is a F-linear subspace of U(g)∗ which is U(g)op ⊗ U(g)-invariant
because π(a, b)gφv = gaduv φ bV v for all a ∈ U(g)
op, b ∈ U(g), and v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du, V an object
of C. The unit ǫ of U(g)∗ is contained in F [U(g)] since
gφ0v0 = φ0(v0)ǫ (4)
for all φ0 ∈ V du0 , v0 ∈ V0, V0 a one-dimensional trivial g-module. To show that F [U(g)] is a
subalgebra of U(g)∗, it is sufficient to show
gφv · gψw = gφ⊗ψ v⊗w (5)
for all v ∈ V , w ∈ W , φ ∈ V du, ψ ∈ W du, and all objects V , W of C. We have
(gφv · gψw) (1) = (gφv ⊗ gψw)(1⊗ 1) = φ(v)ψ(w) = gφ⊗ψ v⊗w(1).
Now let a ∈ U(g) such that
(gφv · gψw) (a) = (gφ⊗ψ v⊗w)(a)
for all v ∈ V , w ∈ W , φ ∈ V du, ψ ∈ W du, and all objects V , W of C. The Lie algebra g acts
by derivations on U(g)∗. Therefore, for all x ∈ g, for all v ∈ V , w ∈ W , φ ∈ V du, ψ ∈ W du,
and all objects V , W of C we find
(gφv · gψw) (ax) = (x ⊲ (gφv · gψw)) (a) = ((x ⊲ gφv) · gψw + gφv · (x ⊲ gψw)) (a)
= (gφxv · gψw + gφv · gψ xw) (a) = gφ⊗ψ (xv)⊗w(a) + gφ⊗ψ v⊗(xw)(a)
= gφ⊗ψ x(v⊗w)(a) = gφ⊗ψ v⊗w(ax).
To (b): Obviously, Ψ(fφv) = gφv for all φ ∈ V du, v ∈ V , V an object of C. It follows
that Ψ is a surjective equivariant linear map. The equations (4) and (5) show that it is also a
morphism of algebras. To show that Ψ is injective let V be an object of C, v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V du
such that Ψ(fφv)(x) = φ(xv) = 0 for all x ∈ U(g). By Proposition 2.8 the g-invariant subspace
U(g)v is also M -invariant. Therefore, Mv ⊆ U(g)v, from which follows fφv(m) = φ(mv) = 0
for all m ∈M . 
By Theorem 1.1 the algebra U(g)∗ has no zero divisors. By the last theorem we obtain:
Corollary 2.15 Let C, Cdu be good for integrating g. Then M is irreducible.
2.5 A Peter-Weyl type theorem for F [M ] if the category C is semisim-
ple
We call the category C semisimple if every g-module belonging to C is a (possibly infinite) sum
of irreducible g-modules, which then also belong to C.
Let V be an irreducible g-module contained in C. Then Endg(V ) is a skew-field, extending
the field F, which is identified with FidV . In the obvious way V is a left Endg(V )-module. By
our assumptions on the category of duals, V du gets the structure of a right Endg(V )-module
by
φα := αduφ where φ ∈ V du, α ∈ Endg(V ).
To cut short our notation set S(V ) := Endg(V ). It is easy to check that the F-linear space
V du⊗S(V ) V is in the obvious way a M
op×M -module as well as a U(Lie(M))op⊗U(Lie(M))-
module.
If the category C is semisimple this does not imply that Cdu is semisimple. Also, if V is
an irreducible g-module contained in C then this does not imply that V du is an irreducible
gop-module. Nevertheless, the following Peter-and-Weyl-type theorem holds.
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Theorem 2.16 Let C, Cdu be good for integrating g. Let C be semisimple. Let Irr be a
complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible modules, i.e., every irreducible module
contained in C is isomorphic to exactly one module contained in Irr. Then the map
Φ :
⊕
V ∈Irr
V du ⊗S(V ) V → F [M ]
induced by
Φ(φ⊗ v) := fφv where φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C,
is a Mop ×M -equivariant and U(Lie(M))op ⊗ U(Lie(M))-equivariant F-linear bijective map.
Proof: It is easy to check that Φ is a well definedMop×M -equivariant and U(Lie(M))op⊗
U(Lie(M))-equivariant F-linear map.
To show that Φ is surjective consider a matrix coefficient fφw, where φ ∈W du, w ∈ W , and
W an object of C. Since C is semisimple we can find a decomposition W =
⊕
i∈I Vi where Vi
is a irreducible g-module contained in C, i ∈ I. Write w in the form w = vi1 + · · · + vin with
vi1 ∈ Vi1 , . . ., vin ∈ Vin . Then
fφw = fφvi1 + · · ·+ fφvin .
By our assumptions on the categories C and Cdu the restriction of W du onto Vi is contained in
(Vi)
du. Therefore the matrix coefficients fφvi1 , . . ., fφvin , and also their sum fφw are contained
in the image of Φ.
Next we show F [M ] =
⊕
V ∈Irr Φ(V
du ⊗S(V ) V ). For this note first that every function of
Φ(V du ⊗S(V ) V ) is of the form
Φ(
n∑
i=1
φi ⊗ vi) = fφ1⊕···⊕φn v1⊕···⊕vn with φ1, . . . , φn ∈ V
du, v1, . . . , vn ∈ V, n ∈ N.
Let V1, . . . , Vn ∈ Irr be pairwise non-isomorphic. Let fi ∈ Φ((Vi)du⊗S(Vi)Vi), i = 1, . . . , n,
such that
∑n
i=1 fi = 0. Then fi = fψiwi for some ψi ∈ (V
⊕mi
i )
du, wi ∈ (Vi)⊕mi , i = 1, . . . , n.
The map
Γ : (V1)
⊕m1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Vn)
⊕mn → F [M ]
w1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ wn 7→ fψ1w1 + · · ·+ fψmwm
is a g-equivariant F-linear map. The image of Γ is again completely reducible. The function
fi is contained in the Vi-isotypical component of the image of Γ. Therefore, from
∑n
i=1 fi = 0
follows fi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
To prove the injectivity of Φ it is now sufficient to prove the injectivity of Φ restricted to
V du ⊗S(V ) V for every V ∈ Irr. Fix V ∈ Irr. Let Ψ : F [M ] → F [U(g)] be the isomorphism
described in Theorem 2.14 (b). It is sufficient to show: Let n ∈ N. Let v1, . . . , vn ∈ V be
S(V )-linearly independent, let φ1, . . . , φn ∈ V du such that
Ψ (fφ1v1 + · · ·+ fφnvn) (U(g)) = (gφ1v1 + · · ·+ gφnvn) (U(g)) = {0}. (6)
Then φ1 = · · · = φn = 0.
We show this statement by induction over n ∈ N. For n = 1 the subspace U(g)v1 of V is
g-invariant and non-zero. Since V is irreducible U(g)v1 = V . From (6) follows φ1 = 0.
Now let n ∈ N \ {1}. First assume that there exists an x ∈ U(g) such that xv1, . . . , xvn
are S(V )-linearly dependent, and at least one of these elements is non-zero.
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We may assume that xv1, . . . , xvk is a S(V )-linearly independent maximal subsystem of
xv1, . . . , xvn, k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. Then
xvj = cj1 xv1 + · · ·+ cjk xvk for some cj1, . . . , cjk ∈ S(V ), j = k + 1, . . . , n.
If we define
v˜j := vj − cj1 v1 − · · · − cjk vk for j = k + 1, . . . , n,
φ˜l := φl + ck+1 l φk+1 + · · ·+ cnl φn for l = 1, . . . , k,
then also v˜k+1, . . . , v˜n are S(V )-linearly independent, xv˜k+1 = · · · = xv˜n = 0, and
gφ1v1 + · · ·+ gφnvn = gφ˜1v1 + · · · gφ˜kvk + gφk+1v˜k+1 + · · ·+ gφnv˜n . (7)
With (6) follows
{0} = (gφ1v1 + · · ·+ gφnvn) (xU(g)) =
(
gφ˜1 xv1 + · · · gφ˜k xvk
)
(U(g)).
By induction we find φ˜1 = · · · = φ˜k = 0. Inserting in equation (7), with (6) follows
{0} =
(
gφk+1v˜k+1 + · · ·+ gφnv˜n
)
(U(g)).
By induction φk+1 = · · · = φn = 0. Since φ˜1 = · · · = φ˜k = 0 this also implies φ1 = · · · = φk = 0.
Now assume that for every x ∈ U(g) either xv1, . . . , xvn are S(V )-linearly independent, or
all these elements are zero. Then for every x ∈ U(g) we have xv1 = 0 if and only if xv2 = 0.
Therefore we get a well defined g-equivariant non-zero linear map α : U(g)v1 → U(g)v2 by
α(xv1) := xv2. Since V is irreducible U(g)v1 = U(g)v2 = V . We have found an element
α ∈ S(V ) such that α(v1) = v2, contradicting the S(V )-linear independence of v1, v2. 
2.6 Jordan-Chevalley decompositions for elements of Lie(M) and M
Recall the additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for locally finite endomorphisms stated
in Section 1. We call an element x ∈ Lie(M) locally finite, resp. semisimple, resp. locally
nilpotent, if it acts locally finite, resp. semisimple, resp. locally nilpotent on every module
contained in C.
Theorem 2.17 Let x ∈ Lie(M) be locally finite. Suppose that for every module V contained in
C the semisimple endomorphism sV and the locally nilpotent endomorphism nV of the Jordan-
Chevalley decomposition of xV are already in EndV du(V ). Set
s := (sV )V an object of C and n := (nV )V an object of C .
Then s is a semisimple element of Lie(M) and n is a locally nilpotent element of Lie(M).
They satisfy x = s+ n and [s, n] = 0, and are uniquely determined by these properties.
Remark 2.18 The condition of the theorem on the locally finite element x ∈ Lie(M) is satis-
fied if V du = V ∗ for all modules V contained in C. It is possible to show that the condition is
also satisfied if xduV acts locally finite on V
du for all modules V contained in C. (Reduce to an
algebraic closed field. Then use the generalized eigenspaces of xV and x
du
V to show that s
du
V is
the semisimple part of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of xduV .)
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Proof: (a) Let U , U˜ be F-linear spaces. Let x ∈ End(U), x˜ ∈ End(U˜) locally finite
endomorphisms with Jordan-Chevalley decompositions x = s + n, x˜ = s˜ + u˜. Let α : U → U˜
be a linear map such that α ◦ x = x˜ ◦ α. We show
α ◦ s = s˜ ◦ α and α ◦ n = n˜ ◦ α.
It is sufficient to show the first equation. Since x is locally finite it is sufficient to assume U
finite dimensional. Because of α ◦ x = x˜ ◦ α, the image α(u) is x˜-invariant. It is sufficient to
assume α : U → U˜ surjective. By Proposition 19 of Section 7.1 in [Mo,Pi] it is sufficient to
assume F to be algebraic closed. Let U =
⊕
λ∈F U
λ and U˜ =
⊕
λ∈F U˜
λ be the generalized
eigenspace decompositions of x and x˜. With α ◦ x = x˜ ◦α it follows α(Uλ) = U˜λ for all λ ∈ F.
By Proposition 20 of Section 7.1 in [Mo,Pi] the endomorphism s acts on Uλ diagonally by the
eigenvalue λ. Similarly, s˜ acts on U˜λ diagonally by the eigenvalue λ. Therefore α ◦ s = s˜ ◦ α.
(b) Now let x ∈ Lie(M) be locally finite. Immediately form (a) and from the condition of
the theorem follows s, n ∈ Nat. Recall that for an element y ∈ Nat it is equivalent:
(i) y ∈ Lie(M).
(ii) There exists a derivation π(1 ⊗ y) : F [M ]→ F [M ] such that
π(1⊗ y)fφv = fφ yV v for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
Since x is locally finite also π(1 ⊗ x) is locally finite. Let π(1 ⊗ s) be the semisimple part,
and π(1 ⊗ n) the locally nilpotent part of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of π(1 ⊗ x).
By Proposition 26 of Section 7.1 in [Mo,Pi] the endomorphisms π(1 ⊗ s) and π(1 ⊗ n) are
derivations of F [M ]. Now let V be a g-module contained in C, and φ ∈ V du. The linear map
Φ : V 7→ F [M ] defined by Φ(v) := fφv
satisfies π(1⊗ x) ◦Φ = Φ ◦ xV . By (a) we get π(1⊗ s) ◦Φ = Φ ◦ sV and π(1⊗ n) ◦Φ = Φ ◦nV ,
from which follows
π(1 ⊗ s)fφv = fφsV v and π(1 ⊗ n)fφu = fφnV v for v ∈ V.
Therefore s, n ∈ Lie(M). 
Let e ∈M be an idempotent. Then
Me := eMe = { m ∈M | me = em = m }
is a closed submonoid of M with unit e. In particularM1 =M . Denote by M
×
e the unit group
of the monoid Me. It is easy to check that for e 6= e′ we have M×e ∩M
×
e′ = ∅. In the next
theorem we give a multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for certain elements of⋃˙
e an idempotent of M
M×e .
Recall the multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of Section 1. We call an element
x ∈M locally finite, resp. semisimple, resp. locally weak unipotent, if it acts locally finite, resp.
semisimple, resp. locally weak unipotent on every module contained in C.
Theorem 2.19 Let e ∈ M be an idempotent, and m ∈ M×e locally finite. Suppose that for
every module V contained in C the semisimple endomorphism sV and the locally weak unipotent
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endomorphism uV of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of mV ∈ ((EndV du(V ))eV )
× are
already in EndV du(V ). Set
s := (sV )V an object of C and u := (uV )V an object of C .
Then s is a semisimple element of M×e and u is a locally weak unipotent element of M
×
e . They
satisfy m = su = us and are uniquely determined by these properties.
Remark 2.20 The condition of the theorem on the locally finite element m ∈ Me is satisfied
if V du = V ∗ for all modules V contained in C. It is possible to show that the condition is also
satisfied if mduV acts locally finite on V
du for all modules V contained in C.
Proof: The essential part of the proof of s, u ∈ Nat is a variant of the corresponding proof
for the additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of Lie(M).
FrommV0 = idV0 follows sV0 = idV0 and uV0 = idV0 . Now let V ,W be g-modules contained
in C. We havemV ⊗mW = mV⊗W . To prove the analogous equations for s and n it is sufficient
to show that sV ⊗ sW is the semisimple part, and uV ⊗ uW is the locally weak unipotent part
of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of mV ⊗mW ∈
(
(End(V⊗W )du(V ⊗W ))eV⊗W
)×
. This
follows easily by the results stated in Section 1. 
2.7 The case where the g-modules contained in C are finite dimen-
sional
Let M be the Tannaka monoid with coordinate ring F [M ] and Lie algebra Lie(M) obtained
from a pair of categories C, Cdu. In general the multiplication map of the Tannaka monoid M
does not induce a comultiplication of its coordinate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ]. Assigning
to an element of M its evaluation homomorphism, M embeds as a set into SpecmF [M ]. In
general this map is not surjective. Its image is described in part (a) of the following lemma.
Similarly, assigning to an element of Lie(M) its corresponding derivation of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M ,
the linear space Lie(M) embeds into Der1(F [M ]). In general, also this map is not surjective.
Its image is described in part (b) of the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.21 Let M be the Tannaka monoid obtained from the pair of categories C, Cdu. Let
F [M ] be its coordinate ring of matrix coefficients.
(a) Let α ∈ SpecmF [M ]. Then α is the evaluation homomorphism of an element of M if and
only if for every object V contained in C there exists an endomorphism αV ∈ EndV du(V )
such that
φ(αV v) = α(fφv) for all v,∈ V, φ ∈ V
du. (8)
(b) Let δ ∈ Der1(F [M ]). Then δ is the derivation of an element of Lie(M) if and only if for
every object V contained in C there exists an endomorphism δV ∈ EndV du(V ) such that
φ(δV v) = δ(fφv) for all v,∈ V, φ ∈ V
du.
Proof: We only show part (a) of the proposition, part (b) is proved similarly. We only
prove the ’if’ part of this statement, the ’only if’ part is trivial. Let V , W be g-modules
contained in C. Let η : V → W be a homomorphism of g-modules. Then for all v ∈ V and
ψ ∈ W ∗ we find
ψ(ηαV v) = (η
∗ψ)(αV v) = α(fη∗ψ v) = α(fψ ηv) = ψ(αW ηv).
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It follows η ◦ αV = αW ◦ η.
Let V , W be g-modules contained in C. For all v ∈ V , w ∈W , φ ∈ V ∗, ψ ∈ W ∗ we have
(φ ⊗ ψ) (αV⊗W (v ⊗ w)) = α(fφ⊗ψ v⊗w) = α(fφv)α(fψw) =
φ(αV v)ψ(αWw) = (φ⊗ ψ) ((αv ⊗ αw)(v ⊗ w)) .
Therefore αV⊗W = αv ⊗ αw. Let V0 be a one-dimensional trivial g-module. If v0 ∈ V0 and
φ0 ∈ V du0 then α(fφ0v0) = α(φ0(v0)1) = φ0(v0). It follows αV0 = idV0 .
We have shown that (αV )V an object of C is an element of M . By (8) its evaluation homo-
morphism coincides with α. 
If the g-modules contained in C are finite dimensional then the Tannaka reconstruction of
this paper coincides with the classical Tannaka reconstruction as described in [De, Mi]. The
following two theorems can be obtained by specializing the results of [De, Mi]. It is also easy
to give direct proofs, which we include here in the ArXiv-version. Note that if the g-modules
contained in C are finite dimensional then Cfull is the only category of duals of C.
Theorem 2.22 Suppose that every g-module contained in C is finite dimensional. Let M
be the Tannaka monoid obtained from C and Cfull, let F [M ] be its coordinate ring of matrix
coefficients, and let Lie(M) be its Lie algebra. Then the monoid structure of M induces in
the natural way a bialgebra structure on the coordinate ring F [M ]. As a set, M identifies with
SpecmF [M ]. As a linear space, Lie(M) identifies with Der1(F [M ]).
Proof: (a) The comorphism of the multiplication map of M exists: Let V be a g-module
contained in C. Let v ∈ V and φ ∈ V ∗. Choose a base v1, . . . , vn of V , and let φ1, . . . , φn be
the dual base of V ∗. Then for m, m˜ ∈M we get
fφv(mm˜) =
n∑
i=1
fφvi(m)fφiv(m˜).
The algebra F [M ] gets the structure of a bialgebra by taking as comultiplication the co-
morphism of the multiplication map of M , and as counit the evaluation map in the unit of M .
(b) Let α ∈ SpecmF [M ]. Let V be a g-module contained in C. Choose a base v1, . . . , vn
of V , and let φ1, . . . , φn be its dual base. Define an endomorphism αV ∈ End(V ) by
αV v :=
n∑
i=1
α(fφi v)vi.
Then for all v ∈ V and φ ∈ V ∗ we have
φ(αV v) =
n∑
i=1
α(fφi v)φ(vi) = α(f
∑
i
φiφ(vi) v) = α(fφ v).
By part (a) of Lemma 2.21 the homomorphism α is the evaluation homomorphism of an element
of M .
(c) Similarly, with part (b) of Lemma 2.21 follows that Lie(M) identifies with Der1(F [M ]).

Theorem 2.23 Suppose that every g-module contained in C is finite dimensional. Suppose
that in addition for every g-module V contained in C also its dual g-module V ∗ is contained
in C. Then the Tannaka monoid M obtained from C and Cfull is a group. The group structure
of M induces in the natural way a Hopf algebra structure on the coordinate ring of matrix
coefficients F [M ].
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Proof: For an endomorphism β ∈ End(V ∗) of a finite dimensional linear space V its
adjoint β∗ ∈ End(V ) exists. For an element m ∈M define
(minv)V := (mV ∗)
∗ where V is an object of C.
For every homomorphism α : V →W of g-modules, V , W objects of C, we have
α ◦ (mV ∗)
∗ = (mV ∗ ◦ α
∗)∗ = (α∗ ◦mW∗)
∗ = (mW∗)
∗ ◦ α.
Furthermore, for all g-modules V , W contained in C we have
(minv)V⊗W = (m(V⊗W )∗)
∗ = (mV ∗ ⊗mW∗)
∗ = (minv)V ⊗ (m
inv)W .
If V0 is a trivial one-dimensional g-module, then also its dual V
∗
0 is a trivial one-dimensional
g-module. It follows minvV0 = (mV ∗0 )
∗ = (idV ∗0 )
∗ = idV0 . Therefore we get a map
inv : M →M .
The comorphism exists, because for every g-module V contained in C, v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V ∗ we
have
fφv(m
inv) = φ((mV ∗)
∗v) = (mV ∗φ)(v) = fvφ(m) for all m ∈M.
Let m ∈ M . Since the map δ : V ∗ ⊗ V → F defined by δ(φ ⊗ v) := φ(v), where φ ∈ V ∗,
v ∈ V is g-equivariant it is also M -equivariant. Therefore, we have
φ(v) = m (φ(v)) = (mφ)(mv) = φ(minvmv) for all φ ∈ V ∗, v ∈ V.
It follows minvm = 1. Let v1, . . . , vn a base of V , and let φ1, . . . , φn the dual base of V
∗.
Since the map µ : F→ V ∗ ⊗ V defined by µ(c) := c
∑n
i=1 φi ⊗ vi, where c ∈ F is g-equivariant
it is also M -equivariant. Therefore, we have
n∑
i=1
φi ⊗ vi = µ(1) = µ(m1) = mµ(1) =
n∑
i=1
mφi ⊗mvi.
From this equation we get
ψ(v) =
n∑
i=1
φi(v)ψ(vi) =
n∑
i=1
(mφi)(v)ψ(mvi) =
n∑
i=1
φi(m
invv)ψ(mvi) = ψ(mm
invv)
for all ψ ∈ V ∗, v ∈ V . It follows mminv = 1.
The coordinate ring F [M ] equipped with the bialgebra structure of F [M ] together with the
comorphism of the map inv as antipode is a Hopf algebra. 
Actually, we are not only interested to obtain the Tannaka monoid, its coordinate ring, and
its Lie algebra. We also want to realize the Lie algebra from which we started as a subalgebra
of the Lie algebra of the Tannaka monoid.
Theorem 2.24 Suppose that every g-module contained in C is finite-dimensional. Then the
pair C, Cfull is very good for integrating g.
Proof: (a) We first show that the pair C, Cfull is good for integrating g. Recall the
algebra of matrix coefficients F [U(g)] on U(g) introduced in Theorem 2.14 (a). Recall that
SpecmF [U(g)] denotes the set of homomorphisms of algebras from F [U(g)] to F. In particular,
the evaluation map α1 : F [U(g)] → F in 1 ∈ U(g) is an element of SpecmF [U(g)]. Every
element g ∈ F [U(g)] gives a function on SpecmF [U(g)] by g(α) := α(g), α ∈ SpecmF [U(g)].
Identify F [U(g)] with the corresponding coordinate ring on SpecmF [U(g)].
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Let α ∈ SpecmF [U(g)] and V be a g-module contained in C. Choose a base v1, . . . , vn of
V . Let φ1, . . . , φn be the dual base of V
∗. Define a map αV : V → V by
αV v :=
n∑
i=1
α(gφiv)vi, where v ∈ V.
The map αV is independent of the choice of the base of V and linear, since
φ(αV v) =
n∑
i=1
α(gφiv)φ(vi) = α(g
∑
n
i=1 φ(vi)φi v
) = α(gφv)
for all φ ∈ V du. Fix an element α ∈ SpecmF [U(g)]. Let V , W be g-modules contained in C,
and let γ : V →W a g-equivariant linear map. Then for all v ∈ V and ψ ∈W ∗ we find
ψ(αW γv) = α(gψ γ(v)) = α(gγdu(ψ) v) = γ
du(ψ)(αV v) = ψ(γαV v).
It follows αW ◦γ = γ◦αV . If V0 is a one-dimensional trivial g-module then trivially αV0 = idV0 .
Now let V , W be g-modules contained in C. For all v ∈ V , w ∈ W , and for all φ ∈ V du,
ψ ∈ W du we find by using equation (5) of the proof of Theorem 2.14:
(φ⊗ ψ) (αV⊗W (v ⊗ w)) = α(gφ⊗ψ v⊗w) = α(gφv · gψw) = α(gφv)α(gψw)
= φ(αV v)ψ(αWw) = (φ⊗ ψ) ((αV ⊗ αW )(v ⊗ w)) .
It follows αV⊗W = αV ⊗ αW . Therefore we get a map i : SpecmF [U(g)] → M defined by
i(α) := (αV )V an object of C , α ∈ SpecmF [U(g)].
For all α ∈ SpecmF [U(g)] and all g-modules V contained in C, v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V ∗ we have
fφv(i(α)) = φ(αV v) = gφv(α). This shows that i is injective. Via the map i the coordinate
ring of M restricted to i(SpecmF [U(g)]) identifies with F [U(g)].
The evaluation map δ˜x : F [U(g)] → F in an element x ∈ g ⊆ U(g) is a derivation of
F [U(g)] in α1 ∈ SpecmF [U(g)]. Let δ : F [M ]→ F be the concatenation of the maps
F [M ]→ F [i(D)] ∼= F [U(g)]→ F,
the first the restriction map onto i(D), the second the comorphism i∗, and the last the map
δ˜x. Then δ is a derivation in 1 ∈ M such that δ(fφv) = φ(xv) for all φ ∈ V ∗, v ∈ V , and V a
g-module contained in C. Therefore x ∈ Lie(M).
(b) To show that the pair C, Cfull is very good for integrating g it is sufficient to show that
the unit groupM× is dense inM , compare Proposition 2.9. Let C˜ be the full, wide subcategory
of the category of g-modules, closed under taking finite sums, tensor products, submodules,
which is generated by the g-modules contained in C and the dual g-modules. By Theorem
2.23 the Tannaka monoid associated to the pair C˜, C˜full is a group, which we denote by G.
Obviously, we get a homomorphism of groups by:
i : G → M×
(gV )V an object of C˜ → (gV )V an object of C
Let V be an object of C. Let v ∈ V , and φ ∈ V ∗ such that φ(M×v) = {0}. Then also
φ(Gv) = {0}. By part (a), the pair C˜, C˜full is good for integrating g. It follows φ(U(g))v) = {0}
by Theorem 2.14. By part (a) also the pair C, Cfull is good for integrating g. Applying Theo-
rem 2.14 once more we get φ(Mv) = {0}. 
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2.8 An embedding theorem
As before letM be the Tannaka monoid associated to a category of g-modules C and a category
of duals Cdu. Let F [M ] be its coordinate ring and Lie(M) its Lie algebra. Now suppose that the
Lie subalgebra s of g acts locally finite on every g-module contained in C. Define C(s) to be the
category of s-modules, whose objects are the s-modules isomorphic to some finite-dimensional
s-submodule of some g-module contained in C. (As morphisms between two s-modules we
take all s-equivariant maps.) The Tannaka reconstruction may applied to the pair C(s) and
C(s)full, giving the Tannaka monoid M(s) with coordinate ring F [M(s)], and the Lie algebra
Lie(M(s)).
Every object V of C is a locally finite s-module, whose finite-dimensional s-submodules are
contained in C(s). The monoidM(s) as well as its Lie algebra Lie(M(s)) act in the obvious way
on V . For m ∈ M(s) resp. x ∈ Lie(M(s)) we denote by mV ∈ End(V ) resp. xV ∈ End(V )
the corresponding endomorphism of V .
Theorem 2.25 Let s be a Lie subalgebra of g which acts locally finite on every g-module
contained in C. With the notations introduced before set
D := { m ∈M(s) | mV ∈ EndV du(V ) for all objects V of C } ,
d := { x ∈ Lie(M(s)) | xV ∈ EndV du(V ) for all objects V of C } .
Then D is a submonoid of M(s), and d is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(M(s)). Both act locally
finite on the objects of C. Furthermore:
(a) The map
i : D → M
d → (dV )V object of C
is a morphism of monoids which is also a closed embedding of sets with coordinate rings.
(b) Suppose that D is dense in M(s). Then the map
Lie(i) : d → Lie(M)
x → (xV )V object of C
is an embedding of Lie algebras with image Lie(i(D)). In particular, we have s ⊆
Lie(i(D)) ⊆ Lie(M).
Remark 2.26 If V du = V ∗ for all objects of C, then D =M(s) and d = Lie(M(s)).
Proof: Obviously D is a submonoid of M(s) and d a Lie subalgebra of Lie(M(s)). To (a):
Every g-module contained in C restricts to a locally finite s-module, whose finite dimensional
s-submodules are contained in C(s). Every morphism of g-modules contained in C restricts
to a morphism of locally finite s-modules. Therefore M(s) acts on the g-modules contained
in C, compatible with morphisms and tensor products. Since M(s) acts already faithfully on
the finite dimensional s-submodules of the g-modules contained in C, it acts faithfully on the
g-modules contained in C. This shows that the map i : D → M is a well defined injective
morphism of monoids.
If v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du, and V be an object of C then
φ(i(d)v) = φ |U(s)v (dv) for all d ∈ D.
Here U(s)v is a s-module contained in C(s). Since V du is point separating on V it restricts
to the full dual on the finite-dimensional subspace U(s)v of V . Therefore the comorphism i∗
exists and is surjective.
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Denote the restriction of the map i : D →M onto its image also by i. Then i : D → i(D) is
an isomorphism of sets with coordinate ring. Now let m˜ ∈ i(D) and let αm˜ : F [i(D)]→ F the
corresponding evaluation homomorphism. Consider the concatenation of the homomorphisms
of algebras
F [M(s)]→ F [D] ∼= F [i(D)] ∼= F [i(D)]→ F,
the first the restriction map, the second given by the inverse of the isomorphism i∗ : F [i(D)]→
F [D], the third given by the inverse of the restriction map, which exists since i(D) is dense in
i(D), and the last the evaluation morphism αm˜. By Theorem 2.22 this homomorphism is an
evaluation homomorphism in an element m ∈M(s). Therefore
φ(m˜V v) = φ |U(s)v (mV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
It follows m˜V = mV for all objects of C. Therefore m ∈ D and m˜ = i(m).
To (b): Let x ∈ d. let δ˜x the corresponding derivation in 1 ∈ M(s) of F [M(s)]. Consider
the concatenation δ of the maps
F [M ]→ F [i(D)] ∼= F [D] ∼= F [M(s)]→ F,
the first the restriction map, the second the comorphism i∗, the third the inverse of the restric-
tion map, which exists since D is dense in M(s), and the last the derivation δ˜x. It is easy to
check that δ is a derivation in 1 ∈M and
δ(fφv) = δ˜(fφ|U(s)vv) = φ(xV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
Therefore δ = δi(x). Obviously the kernel of δ contains the vanishing ideal I(i(D)). It follows
i(x) ∈ Lie(i(D)).
By Theorem 2.24 the Lie algebra s identifies with a subalgebra of Lie(M(s)). The action
of an element x ∈ s as an element of Lie(M(s)) on a g-module V contained in C coincides with
the action of x as an element of g on V . It follows that s identifies with a subalgebra of d.
This subalgebra is mapped by Lie(i) onto the Lie subalgebra of Nat, given by s.
Now let y ∈ Lie(i(D)). Let δ˜y the corresponding derivation in 1 ∈ i(D) of F [i(D)]. Consider
the concatenation of the maps
F [M(s)] ∼= F [D] ∼= F [i(D)]→ F,
the first the restriction map, the second the inverse of the comorphism i∗, the third the deriva-
tion δ˜y. This concatenation is a derivation of F [M(s)] in 1 ∈ M(s). By Theorem 2.22 it is a
derivation corresponding to an element x ∈ Lie(M(s)). Therefore
φ(yV v) = φ |U(s)v (xV v) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V, V an object of C.
It follows yV = xV for all objects of C. Therefore x ∈ d and y = (Lie(i)) (x). 
Remark 2.27 To apply the last theorem in concrete situations, we have to determine the
monoid M(s), its coordinate ring F [M(s)], and its Lie algebra Lie(M(s)), as well as the
actions of M(s) and Lie(M(s)) on the objects of C. There is a direct possibility which is
sometimes useful.
The coordinate ring F [M(s)] is isomorphic to the the algebra F [U(s)] of matrix coefficients
on U(s). For every g-module V contained in C, the dual V du is point separating on V . It
restricts to the full dual on every finite-dimensional s-subspace of V . Therefore, the restriction
of the algebra of matrix coefficients F [U(g)] on U(g) onto U(s) ⊆ U(g) coincides with F [U(s)].
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By Theorem 2.22 we may identify the set M(s) with SpecmF [U(s)]. If α ∈ SpecmF [U(s)],
and V is an object of C, the corresponding endomorphism αV ∈ End(V ) is determined by
φ(αV v) = α(gφv |U(s)) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V.
The monoid structure on SpecmF [U(s)] is the uniquely determined monoid structure, such that
the maps SpecmF [U(s)]→ End(V ), V an object of C, are morphisms of monoids.
Similarly, by Theorem 2.22 we may identify the linear space Lie(M(s)) with Der1(F [U(s)]).
(For this notation note, that the evaluation homomorphism of F [M(s)] in 1 ∈M(s) corresponds
to the evaluation of F [U(s)] in 1 ∈ U(s).) If δ ∈ Der1(F [U(s)]), and V is an object of C, the
corresponding endomorphism δV ∈ End(V ) is determined by
φ(δV v) = δ(gφv |U(s)) for all φ ∈ V
du, v ∈ V.
The Lie algebra structure on Der1(F [U(s)]) is the uniquely determined Lie algebra structure,
such that the maps Der1(F [U(s)])→ End(V ), V an object of C, are morphisms of Lie algebras.
2.9 Prounipotent subgroups ofM associated to subalgebras of g which
act locally nilpotent
For a Lie algebra l denote the lower central series by lk, k ∈ N0, i.e.,
l0 := l and lk+1 := [l, lk], k ∈ N0.
We call a Lie algebra l nilpotent if there exists some k ∈ N0 such that lk = {0}.
Now let n be a Lie subalgebra of g which acts locally nilpotent on every module V contained
in C, i.e.,
• n acts locally finite on V ,
• for all v ∈ V there exists an element k ∈ N0 such that for all x0, x1, . . . , xk ∈ n we have
x0x1 · · ·xkv = 0.
Let V be a module contained in C. Set V−1 := {0}. For k ∈ N0 set
Vk := { v ∈ V | x0x1 · · ·xkv = 0 for all x0, x1, . . . , xk ∈ n } .
We have nVk ⊆ Vk−1 for all k ∈ N0. Furthermore
Vk−1 ⊆ Vk for all k ∈ N0, and
⋃
i∈N0
Vi = V.
For k ∈ N0 define an ideal Ik of n by
Ik := { x ∈ n | xVk = {0} for all modules V contained in C } .
The Lie algebra n acts faithfully on the modules contained in C, since g does. Therefore
Ik ⊇ Ik+1 for all k ∈ N0, and
⋂
k∈N0
Ik = {0}.
Because of nk ⊆ Ik the Lie algebra n/IK is nilpotent for all k ∈ N0. Assumption: For
simplicity of presentation we assume that the nilpotent Lie algebra n/Ik is finite dimensional
for all k ∈ N0.
For k,m ∈ N0, k ≤ m, there are the canonical morphisms n/Im → n/Ik with the obvious
concatenation properties. The corresponding projective limit Lie algebra
(nf , (ψk : nf → n/Ik)k∈N0)
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is a pro-nilpotent Lie algebra. The Lie algebra n embeds into nf in the obvious way. For
k,m ∈ N0, k ≤ m, the morphisms n/Im → n/Ik induce dual maps (n/Ik)∗ → (n/Im)∗ with
the obvious concatenation properties. Let
(nduf , (ψ
∗
k : (n/Ik)
∗ → nduf )k∈N0)
the corresponding direct limit linear space. Interpret nduf as a subspace of n
∗
f . For every
k ∈ N0 we equip n/Ik with its coordinate ring F [n/Ik] as a finite dimensional linear space. For
k,m ∈ N0, k ≤ m the morphisms n/Im → n/Ik induce comorphisms F [n/Ik]→ F [n/Im] with
the obvious concatenation properties. Let
(F [nf ], (ψ
∗
k : F [n/Ik]→ F [nf ])k∈N0 )
be the corresponding direct limit algebra. Interpret F [nf ] as a coordinate ring on nf . It is
easy to check that F [nf ] is a symmetric algebra in nduf .
For k ∈ N0 let Uk be the unipotent linear algebraic group associated to the nilpotent Lie
algebra n/Ik by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, compare for example [Bou], §9, no 5.
Then n/Ik identifies with the Lie algebra of Uk. The exponential map exp : n/Ik → Uk is
an isomorphism of varieties. For k,m ∈ N0, k < m, the canonical morphism n/Im → n/Ik
induces a morphism Um → Uk. The corresponding projective limit group
(Uf , (Ψk : Uf → Uk)k∈N0)
is a pro-unipotent group. For k,m ∈ N0, k ≤ m, the morphisms Um → Uk induce comorphisms
F [Uk]→ F [Um] with the obvious concatenation properties. Let
(F [Uf ], (Ψ
∗
k : F [Uk]→ F [Uf ])k∈N0)
be the corresponding direct limit algebra. Interpret F [Uf ] as a coordinate ring on Uf . It
is well known that F [Uf ] is in the natural way a Hopf algebra. There is a bijective map
exp : nf → Uf , uniquely determined by Ψk(exp(x)) = exp(ψk(x)), x ∈ nf , k ∈ N0, which we
also call exponential map. It is an isomorphism of sets with coordinate rings.
Now let V be a g-module contained in C. The Lie algebra n/Ik acts on Vk in the obvious
way, k ∈ N0. We get a well defined action of the Lie algebra nf on V by
xV v := ψk(x)v where x ∈ nf and v ∈ Vk, k ∈ N0.
Since nfVk ⊆ Vk−1, k ∈ N, the Lie algebra nf acts also locally nilpotent on V . Similarly, the
group Uk = exp(n/Ik) acts on Vk in the obvious way, k ∈ N0. We get a well defined action of
the group Uf on V by
uV v := Ψk(u)v where u ∈ Uf and v ∈ Vk, k ∈ N0.
These actions are compatible with the exponential function exp : nf → Uf and the exponential
function on locally finite endomorphisms, i.e.,
exp(x)V = exp(xV ) for all x ∈ nf .
Theorem 2.28 Let n be a Lie subalgebra of g, such that n acts locally nilpotent on every
module V contained in C. Let n/Ik be finite dimensional for all k ∈ N0. Set
D := { u ∈ Uf | uV ∈ EndV du(V ) for all objects V of C } ,
d := { x ∈ nf | xV ∈ EndV du(V ) for all objects V of C } .
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Then D is a submonoid of Uf and d is a Lie subalgebra of nf . The map
i : D → M
u → (uV )V object of C
is a morphism of monoids which is also a closed embedding of sets with coordinate rings. If D
is dense in Uf then the map
Lie(i) : d → Lie(M)
x → (xV )V object of C
is an embedding of Lie algebras with image Lie(i(Uf)).
Remarks 2.29 If V du = V ∗ for all g-modules V contained in C, or if for all modules V
contained in C the elements xduV , x ∈ nf , act locally nilpotent on V
du, then D = Uf and
d = nf .
Proof: The map Uf → SpecmF [Uf ], mapping an element of Uf to its evaluation homo-
morphism, is bijective. The map nf → Der1(F [Uf ]), mapping an element x ∈ nf to the
derivation δ˜x defined by
δ˜x(f) :=
d
dt
|t=0 (exp
∗(f)) (tx) =
d
dt
|t=0 f(exp(tx))
is bijective. Both statements are well known. They follow easily, because the map exp : nf →
Uf is an isomorphism of sets with coordinate rings, the algebra F [nf ] is a symmetric algebra
in nduf , and (n
du
f )
∗ identifies with the subset of (n∗f )
∗ given by the evaluations in the elements
of nf . (Here it is used that n/Ik is finite dimensional for all k ∈ N0.)
We give in two steps an isomorphism from F [Uf ] to F [U(n)]. The theorem then follows
easily by Theorem 2.25 and Remark 2.27.
(a) With the notation of above, the coordinate ring on Uf is obtained by
F [Uf ] =
⋃
k∈N0
{
f˜ ◦Ψk : Uf → F
∣∣∣ f˜ ∈ F [Uk] } .
It is easy to check that Uf acts on the g-modules contained in C compatible with g-module ho-
momorphisms, compatible with tensor products, and as identity on the trivial one-dimensional
g-modules.
For V an object of C, v ∈ V and φ ∈ V du define the matrix coefficient hφv : Uf → F by
hφv(u) := φ(uv), where u ∈ Uf . Then
A :=
{
hφv | v ∈ V, φ ∈ V
du, V an object of C
}
is a coordinate ring on Uf . We show that it coincides with F [Uf ]. To show F [Uf ] ⊇ A, let
v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du, V an object of C. Then there exists an integer k ∈ N0 such that v ∈ Vk.
Since n acts locally finite, the subspace U(n/Ik)v of Vk is finite dimensional. It is Uk-invariant.
Therefore the matrix coefficient h˜φv : Uk → F defined by h˜φv(uk) := φ(ukv), where uk ∈ Uk, is
an element of F [Uk]. It follows hφv = h˜φv ◦Ψk ∈ F [Uf ].
To show F [Uf ] ⊆ A fix k ∈ N0. The Lie algebra n/Ik acts faithfully on the modules Vk, V
an object of C. Therefore it also acts faithfully on the finite-dimensional modules
U(n/Ik)v where v ∈ Vk, V an object of C.
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Since n/Ik is finite dimensional it follows easily that we may choose finitely many mod-
ules U(n/Ik)v1, . . . , U(n/Ik)vm, such that n/Ik acts faithfully on S := U(n/Ik)v1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
U(n/Ik)vm. Also Uk acts faithfully on S. We have S ⊆ Wk for some g-module W of C. Be-
cause S is finite-dimensional, the restriction of W du onto S coincides with S∗ With the same
notation for the matrix coefficients of Uk as above, the coordinate ring F [Uk] is generated by
the functions h˜φv, φ ∈ S∗, and v ∈ S. (Use for example Theorem 1.3 in combination with
Theorem 1.1 of Chapter VIII of the book [Ho].)Now the inclusion follows, because A is an
algebra, and hφv = h˜φv ◦Ψk ∈ F [Uf ] for all φ ∈ S∗, and v ∈ S.
(b) For u ∈ Uf denote by lu the left multiplication of Uf by u, and by l∗u its comor-
phism. It is easy to check that for every x ∈ n we get a well defined derivation of F [Uf ] by
(x ⊲ h)(u) := δ˜x(l
∗
uh). In this way we get an action of n on F [Uf ], which extends to an action
of U(n) on F [Uf ]. It satisfies (x ⊲ hφv) = hφ xv, where x ∈ U(n), v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du, and V
an object of C. It follows in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.14 (b) that we get
a surjective homomorphism of algebras Ψ : F [Uf ] → F [U(n)] by Ψ(h)(x) := (x ⊲ h)(1) which
satisfies Ψ(hφv) = gφv |U(n). To show that it is injective let V be an object of C, let v ∈ V and
φ ∈ V du such that φ(U(n)v) = 0. Since U(n)v is nf -invariant and therefore also Uf -invariant
we get φ(Ufv) = 0. 
2.10 Generalized toric submonoids of M associated to subalgebras of
g which act diagonalizable
Let (A,+) be an abelian monoid. The set of homomorphisms of monoids
A˜ := Hom ((A,+), (F, ·))
gets the structure of an abelian monoid by multiplying the homomorphisms pointwise. The
monoid algebra F [A] can be identified with a coordinate ring F [A˜] on A˜, identifying
∑
a∈A caa ∈
F [A] (which means ca ∈ F, ca 6= 0 only for finitely many a ∈ A) with the function
(
∑
a∈A
caa)(α) :=
∑
a∈A
caα(a), α ∈ A˜.
Equip the F-linear space of homomorphisms of monoids
Lie(A˜) := Hom ((A,+), (F,+)) .
with the structure of an abelian Lie algebra.
Theorem 2.30 Let h be an abelian subalgebra of g, such that every g-module V contained in
C has a weight space decomposition V =
⊕
λ∈h∗ Vλ. Denote by P (V ) ⊆ h
∗ the set of weights
of V . Then
A :=
⋃
V an object of C
P (V )
is a submonoid of (h∗,+). Its F-linear span in h∗ is point separating on h. Furthermore:
(a) Let D be the set of elements α ∈ A˜ such that for every g-module V contained in C the
endomorphism αV ∈ End(V ) defined by
αV vλ := α(λ)vλ, vλ ∈ Vλ, λ ∈ P (V ),
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is already in EndV du(V ). Then D is a submonoid of A˜ and the map
t : D → M
α 7→ (αV )V object of C
is an morphism of monoids which is also a closed embedding of sets with coordinate rings.
(b) Let d be the set of elements β ∈ Lie(A˜) such that for every g-module V contained in C
the endomorphism βV ∈ End(V ) defined by
βV vλ := β(λ)vλ, vλ ∈ Vλ, λ ∈ P (V ),
is already in EndV du(V ). Then d is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(A˜). If D is dense in A˜ then
the map
Lie(t) : Lie(d) → Lie(M)
β 7→ (βV )V object of C
is an embedding of Lie algebras with image Lie(t(D)).
Remark 2.31 If V du = V ∗ for all g-modules V contained in C, or if or if V du has a weight
space decomposition with respect to h for all g-modules V contained in C, then D = A˜ and
d = Lie(A˜).
Proof: Since P (V0) = {0} and P (V ⊗W ) = P (V ) + P (W ) for all objects V , W of C, the
set A˜ is a submonoid of (h∗,+). Let h ∈ h such that φ(h) = 0 for all φ ∈ A. Then h acts
trivially on every g-module contained in C. Therefore h = 0.
Let V be an object of C, v ∈ V \ {0}, and φ ∈ V du. For λ ∈ P (V ) denote by vλ the
Vλ-weight space component of V , and by by supp(v) the set of weights for which vλ 6= 0. It is
easy to check that the matrix coefficient of φ and v on U(h) is given by
gφv |U(h)=
∑
λ∈supp(v)
φ(vλ)λ, (9)
where λ ∈ U(h)∗ is determined by
λ(1) = 1 and λ(h1 · · ·hn) = λ(h1) · · ·λ(hn) where h1, . . . , hn ∈ h, n ∈ N.
It is easy to check that F [U(h)] =
⊕
λ∈A Fλ identifies with the monoid algebra F [A]. Restrict-
ing the elements of SpecmF [A] to A ⊆ F [A], the set SpecmF [A] identifies with A˜. Similarly,
restricting the elements of Der1F [A] to A ⊆ F [A], the set Der1F [A] identifies with Lie(A˜).
The theorem now follows by Theorem 2.25 and Remark 2.27. (Use equation (9)). 
In the following Theorem we state an description of the monoid A˜ in the important case
where A is contained in a lattice of finite rank. We call such an monoid A˜ a generalized toric
monoid since it has similar properties as an algebraic toric monoid.
We call a submonoid A of a free Z-module L saturated, if for all x ∈ L and n ∈ N from
nx ∈ A follows x ∈ A. A face F of A is a submonoid of A such that A \ F + A ⊆ A \ F . We
denote by Fa(A) the set of faces of A. As described in Theorem 1.2 and 1.3 of [M 1] the faces
of A correspond bijectively to the faces of the convex cone generated by A in the real vector
space L⊗Z R.
In the subsection ’1.4 Generalized toric varieties’ of [M 1], we gave the following Theorem
which fits very well into the situation which we consider here.
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Theorem 2.32 Let A be a saturated submonoid of a free Z-module of finite rank. Let Fa(A)
be its set of faces. For F ∈ Fa(A) set
T (F ) :=
{
α ∈ A˜
∣∣∣ α−1(F×) = F } .
Let e(F ) ∈ T (F ) be the element given by
e(F )λ :=
{
1 if λ ∈ F
0 if λ ∈ A \ F
.
Then we have:
(1) T (A) is the unit group of A˜, and E := { e(F ) | F ∈ Fa(A) } is the set of idempotents of
A˜. Furthermore, A˜ = T (A)E = E T (A).
(2) T (F ) is a subgroup of A˜ with unit e(F ), isomorphic to the torus F˜ − F , an isomorphism
ΦF : F˜ − F → T (F ) given by
ΦF (α)(λ) :=
{
α(λ) λ ∈ F
0 λ ∈ A \ F
, α ∈ F˜ − F .
Let the torus T (A) act on A˜ by left multiplication. The tori T (F ), F ∈ Fa(A), are the
T (A)-orbits of A˜.
(3) For λ ∈ A denote by D(λ) the principal open set {α ∈ A˜ |α(λ) 6= 0}. We have
T (F ) =
⋃
G∈Fa(F )
T (G) ,
D(λ) =
⋃
G∈Fa(A) , G⊇F
T (G) where λ ∈ ri F .
In particular, T (A) is principal open and dense in A˜.
2.11 The case where g is generated by integrable locally finite ele-
ments
From the embedding theorem 2.25 follows easily:
Corollary 2.33 Let e ∈ g act locally finite on every g-module contained in C. Suppose there
exists a dense submonoid D of M(Fe) such that for all d ∈ D and all g-modules V contained
in C we have dV ∈ EndV du(V ).
(a) Then the map
i : D → M
d 7→ (dV )V object of C
is a morphism of monoids which is also an embedding of sets with coordinate rings.
(b) We have Fe ⊆ Lie(i(D)) ⊆ Lie(M).
Definition 2.34 We call an element e ∈ g as in the last corollary an integrable locally finite
element of g (with respect to C, Cdu). We call the map i : D → M a parametrization corre-
sponding to e. If D = { d ∈M(Fe) | dV ∈ EndV du(V ) } then we call i : D →M the maximal
parametrization corresponding to e.
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There are two sorts of integrable locally finite elements which are particularly important.
These are described in the next two theorems. It would be possible to use Theorem 2.28,
Theorem 2.30, and Theorem 2.32 for their proofs. We give here direct proofs. Some of the
results obtained in these proofs are needed in [M 4].
Theorem 2.35 Let x ∈ g \ {0} such that for every g-module V contained in C
(1) xV is locally nilpotent,
(2) exp(txV ) ∈ EndV du(V ) for all t ∈ F.
Then x is an integrable locally finite element of g. Furthermore:
(a) For every t ∈ F there exists an element exp(tx) ∈ M which acts on every g-module V
contained in C by exp(txV ).
(b) Equip F with the coordinate ring of polynomial functions F [t]. Then the map
ux : (F,+) → M
t 7→ exp(tx)
is a morphism of monoids which is also a closed embedding of sets with coordinate rings.
We denote its image by Ux.
(c) We have Lie(Ux) = Fx.
Remarks 2.36 (1) The condition (2) of the proposition is satisfied if V du = V ∗ or if (xV )
du
is a locally nilpotent endomorphism of V du.
(2) Let x ∈ g satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) of the proposition. For any m ∈ M× also
mx ∈ g satisfies the conditions of the proposition and
m exp(x)m−1 = exp(mx).
Proof: By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem U(Fx) = ⊕n∈N0Fx
n. Define τ ∈ U(Fx)∗
by τ(x
m
m! ) = δ1m, m ∈ N0. It is easy to check that
τn(
xm
m!
) = δnm where n, m ∈ N0. (10)
We show
F [U(Fx)] =
⊕
n∈N0
Fτn. (11)
To show the inclusion “⊆” let V be a g-module contained in C, let v ∈ V and φ ∈ V du. Since
x acts locally nilpotent on V there exists an element n ∈ N0 such that xn+1v = 0. With (10)
follows
gφv |U(Fx)=
n∑
k=0
φ(
xk
k!
v)τk . (12)
To show the inclusion “⊇” we have to show τ ∈ F [U(Fx)]. Since g acts faithfully on the
g-modules contained in C, there exists a g-module V contained in C such that xV 6= 0. Since
xV is a locally nilpotent endomorphism there exists an element v ∈ V such that v 6= xv 6= 0
and x2v = 0. Since V du separates the points of V there exists an element ψ ∈ V du such that
ψ(v) = 0 and ψ(xv) = 1. By equation (12) we get gφv |U(Fx)= τ .
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By (11) the algebra F [U(Fx)] coincides with the polynomial algebra F [τ ]. The map
F → SpecmF [τ ], which maps t ∈ F to the evaluation morphism in t, is bijective. The map
F→ Der1F [τ ], which maps t ∈ F to t ddτ |τ=0, is bijective. The Theorem now follows by Theo-
rem 2.25 and Remark 2.27. (Use equation (12)). 
Let W be a F-linear space. We say α ∈ End(W ) is diagonalizable with integer eigenvalues
if there exists a base (wj)j∈J of W such that
αwj = zjwj with zj ∈ Z for all j ∈ J.
For s ∈ F× we define the endomorphism
sα ∈ End(W ) by sαwj := s
zjwj for all j ∈ J.
Theorem 2.37 Let h ∈ g such that for every module V contained in C
(1) hV is diagonalizable with integer eigenvalues,
(2) shV ∈ EndV du(V ) for every s ∈ F
×.
Then h is an integrable locally finite element of g. Furthermore:
(a) For every s ∈ F× there exists an element sh ∈M which acts on every module V contained
in C by shV .
(b) The set EV of all eigenvalues of hV for all objects V of C is a submonoid of Z. Equip
F× with the coordinate ring of Laurent polynomial functions F [s, s−1]. Then
th : (F
×, ·) → M
s 7→ sh
is a morphism of monoids which is also a morphism of sets with coordinate rings. We
denote its image by Th. The image of the comorphism t
∗
h is given by
t∗h(F [M ]) =
⊕
b∈EV
F sb
(c) We have Lie(Th) = Fh.
Remarks 2.38 (1) The condition (2) of the proposition is satisfied if V du = V ∗ or if (hV )
du
is a diagonalizable endomorphism of V du.
(2) Suppose that h acts by positive and negative eigenvalues on the objects of C. Let a be
the smallest absolute value of the non-zero eigenvalues of hV for all objects V of C. Then
the kernel of the morphism th consists of the group of a-th roots of unity. The image of the
comorphism t∗h is given by t
∗
h(F [M ]) = F [t
a, t−a].
(3) Let h ∈ g satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) of the proposition. For any m ∈ M× also
mh ∈ g satisfies the conditions of the proposition and
mshm−1 = smh for all s ∈ F×.
Proof: By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem U(Fh) = ⊕n∈N0Fh
n. For n ∈ Z define
exp(nτ) ∈ U(Fh)∗ by exp(nτ)(h
m
m! ) = n
m, m ∈ N0. It is not difficult to check that the elements
exp(nτ), n ∈ Z are linearly independent, and exp(nτ) = exp(τ)−n for all n ∈ Z. Let V be a
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g-module contained in C, let v ∈ V \ {0} and φ ∈ V du. Write v as a finite sum v =
∑
i vi,
where vi is an eigenvector of h to the eigenvalue ni ∈ EV . It is easy to check that
gφv |U(Fh)=
∑
i
φ(vi) exp(niτ).
It follows
F [U(Fh)] =
⊕
n∈EV
F exp(τ)n. (13)
An element α ∈ M(Fh) = SpecmF [U(Fh)] acts on an eigenvector v ∈ V to the eigenvalue
n ∈ EV , V an object of C, by
αV v = α(exp(τ)
n)v.
For s ∈ F× denote by αs ∈ M(Fh) the homomorphism αs(exp(τ)n) := sn, n ∈ EV . By our
assumptions
D :=
{
αs | s ∈ F
×
}
⊆ { α ∈M(Fh) | αV ∈ EndV du(V ) for all objects V of C } .
It is easy to check that D is dense in M(Fh). It follows by definition that h is a integrable
locally finite element of g. From part (a) of Corollary 2.33 follows that we get a morphisms of
monoids i : D →M by i(αs) = ((αs)V )V an object of C , which is also an embedding of sets with
coordinate rings. In particular this shows part (a) of the theorem.
(b) Equip F× with its coordinate ring of Laurent polynomial functions F [s, s−1]. Define
the map p : F× → D by p(s) := αs. Then p is a surjective morphism of monoids which is also a
morphism of sets with coordinate rings. It is easy to check that p∗(F [D]) =
⊕
b∈EV Fs
b. Now
part (b) of the theorem follows since the map th : F
× →M is the concatenation of p : F× → D
and i : D →M .
(c) From part (b) of Corollary 2.33 follows Fh ⊆ Lie(Th). The derivation δ˜h of F [D] in
1 ∈ D which corresponds to h, is given by δ˜h(exp(τ)b) = b, b ∈ EV . To show Fh = Lie(Th)
it is sufficient to show that every derivation δ˜ of F [D] in 1 ∈ D is a scalar multiple of δ˜h. Let
a ∈ EV \ {0}. Since (exp(τ)b)a = exp(abτ) = (exp(τ)a)b for all b ∈ EV we find
aδ˜(exp(τ)b) = bδ˜(exp(τ)a).
It follows δ˜ = δ˜(exp(τ)
a)
a
δ˜h. 
There are very important examples of Lie algebras g and categories C, Cdu, where g is
generated as Lie algebra by integrable locally finite elements. Certain classes of examples are
investigated in [M 4]. With the methods developed so far we now can show the following
important theorem.
Theorem 2.39 Let the Lie algebra g be generated by a set E of integrable locally finite ele-
ments. Then C, Cdu is good for integrating g.
For e ∈ E let ie : De →M be a corresponding parametrization. Set Ve := i(De). Then
ME :=
⋃
m∈N
⋃
e1, e2, ..., em∈E\{0}
Ve1Ve2 · · ·Vem
is a dense submonoid of M .
If for every e ∈ E there exists a parametrization ie : De →M such that De is a group then
the pair C, Cdu is very good for integrating g.
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Remarks 2.40 (1) The monoid ME can be constructed in a similar way as the Kac-Moody
group in [K,P 1], or as the group associated to an integrable Lie algebra in [K 1], §1.5, and
§1.8, as a quotient, defined in an appropriate way, of the free product of monoids ⋆e∈E\{0}Ve.
(2) If g is generated by integrable locally finite elements as used in Theorem 2.35 and
Theorem 2.37, then the pair C, Cdu is very good for integrating g.
Let Cdu = Cfull. If g is generated by integrable locally finite elements then the pair C, Cfull
is very good for integrating g. (This can be seen as follows. Let e ∈ E. By Theorem 2.24 the
unit group M(Fe)× is dense in M(Fe). Since i : M(Fe) → M is a parametrization, also the
restriction i : M(Fe)× →M is a parametrization.)
Proof: By Corollary 2.33 we have E ⊆ Lie(M). Since E generates the Lie algebra g also
g ⊆ Lie(M).
Let V be a g-module contained in C, let v ∈ V , φ ∈ V du such that fφv vanishes on ME .
Let e ∈ E \ {0}. Then
fgduφ v vanishes on Ve for all g ∈ME .
By Corollary 2.33 we have e ∈ Lie(Ve), from which follows
0 = δe
(
fgduφ v
)
= φ(gev) for all g ∈ME .
Therefore fφ ev vanishes on ME . Repeating this argument and evaluating in 1 ∈M , we find
φ(e1 · · · emv) = 0 for all e1, . . . , em ∈ E \ {0}, m ∈ N.
Since E generates the Lie algebra g this equation is also valid for all e1, . . . , em ∈ g, m ∈ N.
Since 1 ∈ME also φ(v) = 0. With Theorem 2.14 (b) follows fφv = 0.
Now suppose that for every e ∈ E there exists a parametrization ie : De → M such that
De is a group. Then the corresponding dense subset ME is a subgroup ofM
×. By Proposition
2.9 the pair C, Cdu is very good for integrating g 
As already stated in Remark 2.13 above, if the Lie algebra g is generated by integrable
locally finite elements then there is an easy relation between the g and M -invariant subspaces
of a g-module contained in C:
Theorem 2.41 Let the Lie algebra g be generated by integrable locally finite elements. Let U
be a linear subspace of a g-module V contained in C. Then U is g-invariant if and only if U
is M -invariant.
Proof: Because of Proposition 2.8 we only have to show that if U is M -invariant it is also
g-invariant. It is sufficient to show that U is invariant under every integrable locally finite
element. Let e be an integrable locally finite element of g with corresponding parametrization
i : D → M . Since i(D) acts locally finite on V it also acts locally finite on U . Let W be a
finite-dimensional i(D)-invariant subspace of U . Since e ∈ Lie(i(D)) ⊆ Lie(M) there exists a
derivation δ˜e ∈ Der1F [i(D)] such that
δ˜e(fφw |i(D)) = δe(fφw) = φ(eV w) for all φ ∈ V
du, w ∈W.
Let w1, . . . , wn a base of W . Let φ1, . . . , φn be elements of V
du which restrict on W to the
dual base. Define a map e˜V :W →W by
e˜V w :=
n∑
i=1
δ˜e(fφiw |i(D))wi for all w ∈W.
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Because of
∑n
i=1 φ(wi)φi |W= φ |W we find
φ(e˜V w) =
n∑
i=1
δ˜e(fφiw |i(D))φ(wi) = δ˜e(f
∑
n
i=1 φ(wi)φiw
|i(D)) = δ˜e(fφw |i(D)) = φ(eV w)
for all w ∈ W . It follows eV w = e˜V w ∈W for all w ∈W . 
3 The algebraic geometry of the Tannaka reconstruction
In this section we interprete any Tannaka monoid M associated to pair of categories C, Cdu
algebraic geometrically, as weak algebraic monoid with Lie algebra Lie(M), acting on the
objects of C. We show that the action of the Lie algebra Lie(M) on any object of C, as
introduced in the last section, is the differentiated action of the monoid M .
The algebraic geometry has already been developed and used in [M 1]. The starting point
have been the topologized coordinate rings of the integrable highest weight modules L(Λ) of
a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra, and of the Kostant cones VΛ ⊆ L(Λ) given in [K,P 2],
Section 3A. We state here the facts, which we use in this paper and in [M 4]. In difference to
[M 1] we introduce first, as an intermediate step in the definition of varieties and weak algebraic
monoids, F-varieties and weak F-algebraic monoids. Also we have no need to define and work
with non-closed varieties. Because of both it easier to follow the definitions and constructions.
The definition of a weak algebraic monoid is slightly more restrictive as in [M 1], Chapter 3,
Section 2, to fit optimal to the Tannaka monoids. We also introduce weak algebraic groups,
and actions of weak algebraic monoids and groups. We give some remarks concerning the
relation to affine ind-varieties.
3.1 F-varieties and weak F-algebraic monoids and groups
Recall the category of sets with coordinate rings from Section 1. Recall that for a set with
coordinate ring (A,F [A]) we denote by SpecmF [A] the set of F-valued points of F [A], i.e., the
set of homomorphism of algebras from F [A] to F. We get an injective map
A→ SpecmF [A]
by assigning a ∈ A its evaluation homomorphism αa, defined by αa(f) := f(a) for all f ∈ F [A].
To cut short our notation we identify A with its image in SpecmF [A].
Let (A,F [A]) be a set with coordinate ring. A non-empty subset FA of ideals of F [A] is
called a filter of ideals if the following holds: If I, J ∈ FA then also I ∩ J ∈ FA. Furthermore,
if I ∈ FA and J is an ideal of F [A] such that I ⊆ J , then also J ∈ FA. The set of ideals of
F [A] itself is a filter, which we call the discrete filter.
A non-empty subset BA of the filter FA is called filterbase, if for all I ∈ FA there exists
a B ∈ BA such that B ⊆ I. A non-empty set BA of ideals of F [A] is a filterbase for some
filter of ideals, if and only if for all B1, B2 ∈ BA there exists an element B3 ∈ BA such that
B3 ⊆ B1 ∩B2.
The category of F-varieties: A F-variety consists of a non-empty set A equipped with
a coordinate ring F [A], and a filter of ideals FA of F [A], such that
A = { α ∈ SpecmF [A] | Kernel α ∈ FA } .
A morphism of the F-variety (A,F [A],FA) to the F-variety (A,F [A],FB) consists of a map
φ : A→ B, such that the comorphism φ∗ : F [B]→ F [A] exists, and satisfies (φ∗)−1 (FA) ⊆ FB.
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Define the tangent space of a F-variety (A,F [A],FA) at a point a ∈ A by
TaA := { δ ∈ DeraF [A] | I ⊆ Kernel δ for some I ∈ FA } .
If (A,F [A],FA), (B,F [B],FB) are F-varieties, a ∈ A, and if φ : A→ B is a morphism, we get
a linear map, the tangent map at a, by:
Taφ : TaA → Tφ(a)B
δ 7→ δ ◦ φ∗
Substructures: Let (B,F [B],FB) be a F-variety. Let A ⊆ B be Zariski closed, and a ∈ A.
The F-subvariety (A,F [A],FA) is defined by restricting the functions of F [B] onto A, i.e.,
F [A] := F [B] |A and FA := { I |A | I ∈ FB } .
Denote by IB(A) the vanishing ideal of A in F [B]. The inclusion map ι : A→ B is a morphism.
Its tangent map Taι : TaA→ TaB is injective with image
Taι(TaA) = { δ ∈ TaB | Kernel δ ⊇ IB(A) } .
Products: Let (C,F [C],FC), (D,F [D],FD) be F-varieties. Equip the coordinate ring
F [C ×D] ∼= F [C] ⊗ F [D] of the product C × D with the filter of ideals determined by the
filterbase
{ IC ⊗ F [D] + F [C]⊗ ID | IC ∈ FC , ID ∈ FD } .
This gives a F-variety (C ×D,F [C ×D],FC×D) which is, together with the projections prC ,
prD, the product of (C,F [C],FC) , (D,F [D],FD) in the category of F-varieties. Let c ∈ C
and d ∈ D. The map
T(c,d) prC × T(c,d) prD : T(c,d)(C ×D) → TcC × TdD
is bijective.
Principal open sets: Let (A,F [A],FA) be a F-variety, and let g ∈ F [A] \ {0}. Equip the
coordinate ring F [D(g)] ∼= F [A]g of the principal open set D(g) with the filter of ideals
{ Ie | I ∈ FA } , where I
e : =
{
f
gn
∣∣∣∣ f ∈ I , n ∈ N0 } .
This gives a F-variety (D(g),F [D(g)],FD(g)). The inclusion map j : D(g)→ A is a morphism,
and for a ∈ D(g) the tangent map Taj : Ta(D(g))→ TaA is bijective.
The category of weak F-algebraic monoids and groups: Let M be a monoid, and
let (M,F [M ],FM ) be a variety, such that for all m ∈M the left and right multiplications rm,
lm by m are morphisms of F-varieties. We get an injective linear map
Ψl : T1M → Der(F [M ])
by (Ψl(δ)f)(m) := δ(l
∗
mf), f ∈ F [M ], m ∈ M . Its image consists of left invariant derivations
of F [M ]. Similarly, we get an injective linear map
Ψr : T1M → Der(F [M ])
by (Ψr(δ)f)(m) := δ(r
∗
mf), f ∈ F [M ], m ∈M . Its image consists of right invariant derivations
of F [M ]. The inverse maps on the images of Ψl and Ψr are obtained by concatenation with the
evaluation morphism of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M . We call (M,F [M ],FM ) a weak F-algebraic monoid,
if the following things hold:
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• The images of Ψl and Ψr are Lie subalgebras ofDer(F [M ]), and the Lie algebra structures
on T1M , obtained by pulling back, are opposite. The tangent space T1M equipped with
the structure of the Lie algebra, which is obtained by pulling back by Ψl, is called the
Lie algebra Lie(M) of M .
• For every g ∈ M× and δ ∈ Lie(M) also g.δ := δ ◦ l∗g ◦ r
∗
g−1
∈ Lie(M). This defines an
action of M× on Lie(M), which we call the adjoint action.
A morphism of weak F-algebraic monoids (M,F [M ],FM ), (N,F [N ],FN ) consists of a homo-
morphism of monoids φ :M → N , which is also a morphism of F-varieties. Then the map
Lie(φ) := T1φ : Lie(M) → Lie(N)
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
A weak F-algebraic monoid (M,F [M ],FM ) acts algebraically on the F-variety (A,F [A],FA)
if the monoid M acts on the set A such that for all m ∈ M the left applications lm : A → A
defined by lm(a) := ma, a ∈ A, and for all a ∈ A the evaluations ra : M → A defined by
ra(m) := ma, m ∈M , are morphisms of F-varieties.
Let (M,F [M ],FM ) be a weak F-algebraic monoid. Every closed submonoid N of M ,
equipped with its subvariety structure (N,F [N ],FN), is again a weak F-algebraic monoid. If
(M,F [M ],FM ) acts algebraically on (A,F [A],FA), then also (N,F [N ],FN) does.
Let (M,F [M ],FM ) be a weak F-algebraic monoid with an involution of monoids ∗ : M →
M , which is also an isomorphism of F-varieties. This involution induces an involution ∗ of the
algebra F [M ] by f∗(m) := f(m∗), f ∈ F [M ], m ∈ M . It is easy to see that we also get an
involution ∗ of the Lie algebra Lie(M) by δ∗ := δ ◦ ∗ , δ ∈ Lie(M).
A weak F-algebraic group consists of a group G equipped with the structure of a weak
F-algebraic monoid (G,F [G],FG), such that the inverse map −1 : G→ G is an isomorphism of
F-varieties, and the corresponding involution on the Lie algebra Lie(M) is the multiplication
by −1 ∈ F.
Some remarks to F-varieties: The full subcategory of the category of F-varieties given
by the F-varieties with discrete filter of ideals coincides with the full subcategory of the category
of sets with coordinate rings given by the objects (A,F [A]) such that, by our identification,
A = SpecmF [A]. Here TaA = Dera(A) for all a ∈ A.
The algebraic geometry of ind-varieties and ind-groups has been developed in [Sˇa]. See
also Chapter IV of the book [Ku]. The category of affine ind-varieties identifies with a full
subcategory of the category of F-varieties. The tangent spaces of an affine ind-variety and its
corresponding F-variety coincide. (But taking ind-subvarieties and F-subvarieties is slightly
different.)
We do not explain all details here, only how to make and affine ind-variety into an F-
variety: An affine ind-variety structure on a non-empty set X is given by a family A of subsets
of X , each equipped with the structure of an affine algebraic variety, such that the following
properties hold: The sets of A cover X . The system of sets A is directed upwards, i.e., for
all A1, A2 ∈ A there exits a set A ∈ A such that A1, A2 ⊆ A. If A1, A2 ∈ A and A1 ⊆ A2,
then A1 is closed in A2, and its variety structure is the closed subvariety structure induced
by A2. There may be several defining systems A for the same ind-variety structure, but all
are included in a biggest defining system, the complete defining system. The set X is the
inductive limit of the subsets given by A. The coordinate ring F [X ] of the affine ind-variety X
with its standard structure of a topological algebra is given by the inverse limit of the discrete
topological algebras F [A], A ∈ A. The open ideals of F [X ] are a topological zero filterbase, in
particular they determine the topological algebra structure on F [X ].
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The vanishing ideals I(A), A ∈ A, give a filterbase BX of ideals of F [X ]. The corresponding
filter of ideals FX coincides with the set of open ideals of F [X ]. In this way the affine ind-variety
X is also a F-variety. We can recover the ind-variety structure from its F-variety structure.
The zero sets of the ideals of BX coincide with the sets of A, the coordinate ring of such a set
is obtained by restricting the coordinate ring of X . Similarly, the zero sets of the ideals of FX
determine the complete defining system of X .
3.2 Varieties and weak algebraic monoids and groups
In elementary algebraic geometry affine algebraic varieties can be constructed as follows: Equip
the finite-dimensional affine spaces with their canonical coordinate rings. Equip the closed
subsets with their coordinate rings obtained by restriction. An affine algebraic variety is a
set with coordinate ring which is isomorphic to some closed subset of some finite dimensional
affine space. The varieties which we need in this paper are constructed similarly.
Let V be a F-linear space. For a subspace V du of the full dual V ∗, which separates the
points of V , we get a F-variety (V,F [V ],FV ) in the following way:
• The coordinate ring F [V ] is the algebra of functions generated by V du. It is isomorphic
to the symmetric algebra in V du in the obvious way.
• The filter of ideals FV is determined by the filterbase
{ IV (U) | U a finite dimensional subspace of V } ,
where IV (U) denotes the ideal of functions of F [V ] vanishing on U .
The tangent space TaV at a ∈ V can be canonically identified with V by means of the
linear bijective map V → TaV , which assigns to v ∈ V the derivation δv ∈ TaV defined by
f(a+ tv) = f(a) + tδv(f) + higher terms in t where t ∈ F, f ∈ F [V ].
Equivalently, δv ∈ TaV is the derivation of F [V ] in a determined by δv(φ) = φ(v), φ ∈ V du.
Remark 3.1 If V is of infinite dimension there are many possibilities to choose a subspace
V du of V ∗, which separates the points of V . Therefore there are many possible coordinate
rings of V . The situation is different if we restrict to a finite dimensional subspace U of V .
Because V du |U separates the points of U , there is only the possibility V du |U = U∗, and F [U ]
is the classical coordinate ring of U . The induced filter of ideals of F [U ] is discrete because of
I(U) |U = {0} ∈ FU .
Independently of the chosen point separating subspace V du ⊆ V ∗, the tangent spaces TaV ,
a ∈ V , identify with V .
Remark 3.2 Let V be a F-linear space, let V du be a subspace of V ∗, which separates the points
of V , and let (V,F [V ],FV ) be the corresponding F-variety. Let W be a closed F-linear subspace
of V . The restriction W du of V du onto W is a subspace of W ∗, which is point separating on W .
The F-variety structure given by W du coincides with the F-subvariety structure on W induced
by (V,F [V ],FV ).
Definition 3.3 A variety is a F-variety isomorphic to a subvariety of (V,F [V ],FV ) for some
F-linear space V , and point separating subspace V du ⊆ V ∗. Morphisms of varieties are mor-
phism of F-varieties.
Remarks 3.4 The category of varieties includes the category of the classical affine algebraic
varieties as a full subcategory, if we equip the coordinate rings of the affine algebraic varieties
with the discrete filter of ideals.
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It is not difficult to show:
Proposition 3.5 Closed subsets, products, and principal open sets of varieties are again va-
rieties.
Definition 3.6 A weak algebraic monoid resp. group is a weak F-algebraic monoid resp.
group, whose underlying F-variety is a variety.
There is the following easy possibility to obtain weak algebraic monoids: Let A be an
associative F-algebra with unit. Let Adu be a subspace of A∗, which separates the points of
A, such that for all a ∈ A there exist the adjoints ldua : A
du → Adu and rdua : A
du → Adu of
the left and right multiplications la and ra by a. Equip A with its canonical structure of a
variety (A,F [A],FA) induced by Adu. Then A is a weak algebraic monoid. By the canonical
identification of T1A with A, the Lie algebra Lie(A) identifies with the Lie algebra A associated
to the associative algebra A. There are two important examples:
(1) Let V be a F-linear space. Let V du be a subspace of V ∗ which separates the points of
V . Recall that EndV du(V ) denotes the subalgebra of End(V ) consisting of the endomorphisms
α : V → V , for which the dual map αdu : V du → V du exists. The functions
f˜φv : EndV du(V ) → F
α 7→ φ(αv)
where v ∈ V, φ ∈ V du
span a subspace (EndV du(V ))
du ∼= V du⊗V of (EndV du(V ))
∗ which has the required properties.
EndV du(V ) equipped with the corresponding variety structure is a weak algebraic monoid. Its
Lie algebra Lie(EndV du(V )) identifies canonically with the Lie algebra EndV du(V ).
Equip V with its variety structure induced by V du. Then EndV du(V ) acts on V alge-
braically.
(2) Let C be a category of representations of a Lie algebra g as in Section 2, and Cdu a
category of duals. Recall from Section 2 the F-algebra Nat. For an object V of C, φ ∈ V du,
and v ∈ V define a linear function f˜φv : Nat→ F by
f˜φv(m) := φ(mV v) , m ∈ Nat.
Then by equation (1) the set
Natdu :=
{
f˜φv
∣∣∣ φ ∈ V du , v ∈ V , V an object of C } .
is a F-linear subspace of Nat∗, which has the required properties. Nat equipped with the
corresponding variety structure (Nat,F [Nat],FNat) is a weak algebraic monoid. Its Lie algebra
Lie(Nat) identifies canonically with the Lie algebra Nat.
Let V be an object of C. Equip V with its variety structure induced by V du. Then Nat
acts on V algebraically.
Theorem 3.7 Let M be the Tannaka monoid with coordinate ring of matrix coefficients F [M ]
associated to the categories C, Cdu by the Tannaka reconstruction of Section 2. Let Lie(M) be
its Lie algebra as defined in Section 2. Then:
(a) The Tannaka monoid M is a closed submonoid of Nat.
(b) The coordinate ring F [M ] coincides with the restriction of the coordinate ring F [Nat]
onto M .
(c) Assigning to an element of Lie(M) its corresponding derivation of F [M ] in 1 ∈ M ,
the Lie algebra Lie(M) identifies with the Lie algebra of the weak algebraic monoid
(M,F [M ],FM ), where FM is the canonical restriction of the filter of ideals FNat.
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Remark 3.8 The Lie algebra of the weak algebraic monoid (Nat,F [Nat],FNat) identifies
canonically with the Lie algebra Nat. The Lie algebra of the weak algebraic monoid (N,F [N ],FN ),
given by a submonoid N ⊆ Nat, identifies with a Lie subalgebra of Nat. In Section 2 our Lie
algebras for submonoids of M have been defined in this way, as submonoids of Nat.
Proof: To (a): Recall that the monoidM has been defined as the submonoid of Nat, given
by the elements m ∈ Nat, which satisfy
(1) mV⊗W = mV ⊗mW for all objects V , W ,
(2) mV0 = idV0 for every trivial one-dimensional g-module.
We have to show M ⊆ M . Due to (1), for all m ∈ M , and for all objects V , W of C, for all
v ∈ V , w ∈W , φ ∈ V du, and ψ ∈ W du we get
f˜φ⊗ψ v⊗w(m)− f˜φ v(m)f˜ψw(m) = 0. (14)
Due (2), for all m ∈M , and all v0 ∈ V0 and φ0 ∈ V du0 we get
f˜φ0 v0(m)− φ0(v0) = 0. (15)
Now let m ∈M . Since the equations (14), (15) are valid for all m ∈M they are also valid for
m. Since V du, W du, and V du0 are point separating, this implies the properties (1), (2) for m.
Part (b) of the theorem is obvious by the definition of the coordinate ring F [M ]. To (c):
Recall that the Lie algebra Lie(M) can be defined as the Lie subalgebra of Nat given by the
elements x ∈ Nat for which there exists a derivation δx : F [M ]→ F in 1 ∈M such that
δx(fφv) = φ(xV v) for all φ ∈ V
du , v ∈ V , V an object of C. (16)
Denote by ι : M → Nat the inclusion map. For this proof we denote the Lie algebra of the
weak algebraic monoid (M,F [M ],FM ) by T1M , and the Lie algebra of the weak algebraic
monoid (Nat,F [Nat],FNat) by T1Nat. The embedding ι : M → Nat gives an embedding of
Lie algebras T1ι : T1M → T1Nat with image
T1ι(T1M) = { δ ∈ T1Nat | δ(I(M)) = 0 } ⊆ T1Nat,
where I(M) denotes the vanishing ideal of M in F [Nat]. By the canonical identification of
Nat with T1Nat, mapping x ∈ Nat to the derivation δ˜x ∈ T1Nat, the Lie algebra T1ι(T1M)
identifies with the Lie subalgebra{
x ∈ Nat | δ˜x(I(M)) = 0
}
of Nat. If x ∈ Nat, then by the definition of δ˜x we have δ˜x(I(M)) = 0 if and only if δ˜x factors
to a derivation δx : F [M ]→ F with property (16). 
Let V be a F-linear space. Let (V,F [V ],FV ) be the variety induced by a subspace V du ⊆ V ∗
which separates the points of V . Identify the tangent spaces TvV , v ∈ V , canonically with
V . Let (M,F [M ],FM ) be a weak F-algebraic monoid which acts algebraically and linearly on
(V,F [V ],FV ). Recall that for v ∈ V the map rv :M → V is defined by rv(m) := mv, m ∈M .
It is not difficult to check that we get an action of the Lie algebra Lie(M) of M , which we call
the differentiated action, by
δ.v := (T1rv)(δ) ∈ TvV = V where δ ∈ Lie(M), v ∈ V.
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Corollary 3.9 Let (M,F [M ],FM ) be the weak algebraic monoid associated to the categories
C, Cdu by the Tannaka reconstruction of Section 2. Identify the Lie algebra Lie(M) as defined
in Section 2 with the Lie algebra of the weak algebraic monoid (M,F [M ],FM ). Let V be an
object of C equipped with the variety structure (V,F [V ],FV ) induced by V du. Then:
(a) The weak algebraic monoid (M,F [M ],FM ) acts algebraically and linearly on (V,F [V ],FV ).
(b) The action of Lie(M) on V of Section 2 coincides with the differentiated action.
Let C be a category of representations of a Lie algebra g as in Section 2, and Cdu a category
of duals. Sometimes it is useful to identify the variety Nat with varieties Nat(G) associated
to certain full subcategories G and the corresponding categories of duals Gdu.
We only treat a particular case for semisimple categories C, which will be important in
[M 4]. Recall the notation introduced to state Theorem 2.16. Equip the algebra∏
W∈Irr
EndWdu(W )
with the structure of a variety induced by( ∏
W∈Irr
EndWdu(W )
)du
:=
⊕
W∈G
(EndWdu(W ))
du ⊆
( ∏
W∈G
EndWdu(W )
)∗
.
If V ∈ Irr denote by (EndV du(V ))S(V ) the S(V )-linear endomorphisms of EndV du(V ). It is
easy to check that
Nat(Irr) :=
∏
W∈Irr
(EndWdu(W ))S(W )
is a closed F-subalgebra of
∏
W∈Irr EndWdu(W ), which we equip with its subvariety structure.
Theorem 3.10 Let C be semisimple. Suppose that for all non-empty families (Vj)j∈J of ele-
ments of Irr, such that ⊕j∈JVj is an object of C, and for all families (mj)j∈J of endomorphisms
mj ∈
(
End(Vj)du(Vj)
)
S(Vj)
the endomorphism ⊕j∈Jmj is already in End(⊕jVj)du(⊕jVj). Then
ΞIrr : Nat → Nat(Irr)
m = (mV )V an obj. of C 7→ (mW )W∈Irr
is an isomorphism of F-algebras, which is also an isomorphism of varieties.
Remark 3.11 The conditions of the theorem on the endomorphisms are satisfied if V du = V ∗
for all objects of C. They are also satisfied if for all non-empty families (Vj)j∈J of elements of
Irr, such that ⊕j∈JVj is an object of C, we have
(
⊕
j∈J
Vj )
du =
⊕
j∈J
(Vj)
du.
Proof: It is easy to check that Ξ := ΞIrr is a morphism of F-algebras, whose comorphism Ξ∗
exists and maps Nat(Irr)du =
(∏
W∈Irr EndWdu(W )
)du
|Nat(Irr) onto Nat
du. The Theorem
follows if we show that Ξ is bijective. We construct a map Ω which is inverse to Ξ.
(a) Let n = (nV )V ∈Irr ∈ Nat(Irr). Let
⊕
p∈P Vp and
⊕
q∈QWq be two sums of g-modules
of Irr. For p˜ ∈ P let inp˜ be the canonical injection of Vp˜ into
⊕
p∈P Vp. For q˜ ∈ Q let prq˜ be
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the canonical projection of
⊕
q∈QWq onto Wq˜. Set nP :=
⊕
p∈P nVp and nQ :=
⊕
q∈Q nWq .
Let γ :
⊕
p∈P Vp →
⊕
q∈QWq be a homomorphism of g-modules. Then
γ ◦ nP = nQ ◦ γ
if and only if
(prq ◦ γ ◦ inp) ◦ nVp = nWq ◦ (prq ◦ γ ◦ inp) (17)
for all p ∈ P , q ∈ Q. The map prq ◦ γ ◦ inp : Vp → Wq is a homomorphism between the
irreducible g-modules Vp, Wq ∈ Irr. If Vp 6=Wq then (17) is valid since prq ◦ γ ◦ inp is the zero
map. If Vp =Wq then (17) is valid since nV ∈ (EndV du(V ))S(V ), V ∈ Irr.
(b) Let n = (nV )V ∈Irr ∈ Nat(Irr). For every object V of C fix an isomorphism αV :⊕
p∈P (V ) Vp → V of g-modules. Define
nV := αV ◦ nP (V ) ◦ α
−1
V .
We have nV ∈ EndV du(V ) since the adjoint maps of αV , nP (V ), and α
−1
V exist. This definition
is independent of the chosen isomorphism. Let β :
⊕
p∈P (V ) Vp → V be another isomorphism.
Then αV ◦nP (V ) ◦α
−1
V = β ◦nP (V ) ◦β
−1 if and only if (β−1 ◦αV )◦nP (V ) = nP (V ) ◦ (β
−1 ◦αV ),
which is valid by (a).
Let V , W be objects of C. Let β ∈ Homg(V,W ). Then by definition β ◦ nV = nW ◦ β if
and only if β ◦αV ◦nP (V ) ◦α
−1
V = αW ◦nP (W ) ◦α
−1
W ◦ β if and only if (α
−1
W ◦ β ◦αV ) ◦nP (V ) =
nP (W ) ◦ (α
−1
W ◦ β ◦ αV ), which is valid by (a).
Therefore Ω(n) := (nV )V an object of C ∈ Nat. The map Ω : Nat(Irr) → Nat satisfies
Ξ ◦ Ω = idNat(Irr) and Ω ◦ Ξ = idNat. 
Some remarks to varieties: A more general class of varieties can be obtained from the
F-varieties (V,F [V ],FV ) of F-linear spaces V , where:
(a) The coordinate ring F [V ] is an algebra of functions, which restricts on every finite-
dimensional linear subspace U of V to the classical coordinate ring of U .
(b) F [V ]∩V ∗ restricts on every finite-dimensional linear subspace U of V to U∗. Equivalently
F [V ] ∩ V ∗ is point separating on V .
(c) The filter of ideals FV is obtained as above by the filterbase of vanishing ideals IV (U),
U a finite-dimensional linear subspace of V .
(Maybe (a) and (b) are related.) Note that the coordinate ring F [V ] can be looked at as
a completion of the coordinate ring associated to V du := F [V ] ∩ V ∗. Now the F-varieties
associated to the ind-varieties of F-linear spaces are included as varieties. For such a variety
V du = V ∗.
Parallel, it is possible to generalize the Tannaka-Krein reconstruction to categories C of g-
modules as above, where in addition the g-modules contained in C are equipped with coordinate
rings of this sort, satisfying certain compatibility conditions. Note also that V du = F [V ]∩ V ∗,
V an object of C, gives a category of duals Cdu.
In the situation which we consider in this paper, choosing a category of duals, the co-
ordinate rings of the monoids are directly related to representation theory. In addition, the
coordinate rings of the F-linear spaces are, similarly as in the classical case, symmetric alge-
bras. In this more general situation the monoids are submonoids of the monoids obtained by
the corresponding category of duals. The coordinate rings of the monoids can be looked at as
completions of the coordinate rings obtained by the corresponding category of duals.
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